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It is the dual nature of symbols that they both represent and
embodify the spirit of a belief. For us coming of age is a vital
interest which we hold in trust with life. Faith (lower left)
encompasses a commitment to growth and development in
living. Thus life (Chi ir: upper left) signified in this Hebrew
symbol, becomes a source of joy for the one who is willing to
experience it. The wisdom (Dove: lower left) inherited from
learning becomes a legacy to one's brothers through all time
(Eternity: upper right). The opportunities of growing and
experiencing the painful moments of age culminate in a sense
of completion. To offer this gift to man is the true coming of
age.
lasalle cot Leae
What then makes a coming of age?
What is it of a group of buildings that
makes them suddenly become so singular?
How is it that a body of human beings so
different, so distinctly individual; become so
unified yet all the while remain themselves?
Look deeply; then look into your self.
£S2£
It is awesome to know the strength
of all that is part of; and yet apart.

Look to these days
They are your
possessions,
and in them lie
your pursuits.
Herein is life.
Dedication
Rarely do you encounter a person who makes such a
profound impression that he becomes a standard by
which you could measure your life. The staff of the
Explorer feels Brother Daniel Burke is such a person
and that is why we are honored to dedicate this year-
book to him.
Brother Burke's achievements are numerous. He at-
tended Catholic University where he excelled in Eng-
lish, receiving his bachelor's, master's, and doctor's de-
grees and also became a member of the Phi Beta Kappa
Honor Society. His literary accomplishments are exten-
sive and he has distinguished himself by writing verse
and criticism for such scholarly journals and collections
as Four Quarters, Thought, Encyclopedia Americana,
Modern Fiction Stories, as well as many others. Br.
Burke instructs an advanced English class in Literary
Criticism and its reputation grows among students at the
close of each semester.
Only after considering Br. Burke's many accolades
are we able to get an inkling as to the type of man he is.
His priorities do not begin with himself as a great
literary success but with the office of president as it
concerns us, his students. His involvement in campus
life is multi-faceted. His attendence at the majority of
on-campus functions and his concern with problems
peculiar to the student, as evidenced by his chairing the
President's Forum monthly, are excellent examples of
his continual effort to create an atmosphere of concern
and understanding.
Approaching Br. Daniel Burke may appear difficult
for many students to attempt. This is most assured a
misconception fabricated by the students themselves.
The mystique of his office, reinforced by his quiet and
reserved manner perhaps have generated the beliefs.
Brother Burke is a man of deep thought and firm con-
viction. His views on education are idealistic and yet at
times appear more practical than those policies in use at
the present time. His poetry is intensely personal gen-
uinely reflecting the religious man and contemporary
scholar.
... So Brother Burke, for these reasons and many
more this book becomes our gift to you, our way of
thanking you for who you are.
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Administration
Bruce MacLeod, Dean of Business Administration Br. Emery Mollenhauer, Vice-President Academic Affairs
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Joseph Sprissler, Vice-President, Business Affairs Thomas Coffee.
Dean of Evening Division and Summer Sessions
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John Conboy, Director of Recreation and Athletics Robert Lyons, Director of News Bureau
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Phyllis Montgomery, Dean of Students David Smith. Registrar
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Frank Schreiner. Director of the Counseling Center ferry Johnson, Administrative Assistant in Academic Affairs
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Library Annex— an asset to the academic endeavors of the college
Wister Hall Library Annex Br. Thomas Warner, F.S.C., Director of the Library
18
Norbert Belzer
Biology
The precision of science
is lost in the generality of life
just as the crack of dawn
is lost to the rest of the day.
We constantly try to overcome the gene
but often only succeed in . .
.
Br. Richard Hawley F.S.C. Br. Nicholas Sullivan F.S.C. Raymond Ksiazek
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Earth Science
perpetuating the ambiguity.
The struggle continues
and the scientist can only fear,
fear alone.
The unknown is a specter
that must be sought.
Roland Holroyd
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Chemistry He searches, he knows not whythe answer must lie ahead.
Or does it?
A blind hope,
a straw in the wind.
Grasping, grasping for the elusive form.
Max Barth Ralph Teke)
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Physics
Wait!
The answer seems possible
a definite precision
can be realized,
but
it is the last ray of light.
Joseph Simmons
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Joseph Markmann Francis Guerin
Michael DeAngelis Walter Kaiser
Business
The Accounting Association is a professional business organization of accounting students
attempting to bridge the gap existent between accounting theory, as learned in the classroom, and
accounting application, as performed in the "business world." The way the Association does this
is by presenting to the accounting students of La Salle College speakers from three main fields of
accounting: public, industrial, and governmental. In presenting these speakers, it is the hope of
the Association that the student of accounting begins to see its practicality.
Besides being a business organization, the Association is also a social one. Annual social events
are sponsored by the Association, such as Beef n' Beer Night and a spring banquet.
It is the feeling of the Accounting Association that one grows in knowledge, maturity, and
stature not only in the classroom but also outside the classroom among friends. The Accounting
Association affords the accounting students of La Salle College this opportunity.
John Reardon George Swayer David Fleming
The St. Thomas More Law Society's function is to provide
information to pre-law students concerning law practice as well as
law schools. The society therefore invites members of the legal
community, particularly representatives from law schools to ad-
dress the membership. These speakers usually provide information
on getting into law school. In recent years, the current year being
no exception, the number of students desiring to attend law school
has been phenomenal.
In light of this fact, law schools are finding it unnecessary to
recruit outstanding applicants. Despite this, the society has been
able to attract several speakers. Among these have been Dr. J.
Goldner from St. Louis University; a student representative from
Harvard University; an alumnus of Notre Dame University; and a
La Salle graduate, William Deiss who is a first year student at
Cornell. Also, in cooperation with the University of Pennsylvania,
La Salle students were invited to hear the dean of Santa Clara Law
School at Penn.
The La Salle collegiate branch of the American Marketing
Association is an organization aimed at bringing together students
with a common interest, a career in marketing. Its various activi-
ties this year included: guest lecturers, one of which was Mr.
Robert Ehlinger, former general manager of the Philadelphia
Atoms, a marketing film series and professionally sponsored Mar-
keting Forums.
Ytl
The Society for Advancement of Management, the
recognized national professional organization of man-
agers was established in 1912 and has over 200 members
in the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, and Iraq.
The objectives of S.A.M. are to provide a link between
the theoretical training of the college and the practical
world of business and management by bringing together
business executives and business students, to provide
the students with the opportunity to plan the activities
of the Society, and to serve as an effective medium for
the exchange of information on management and in-
dustry.
Features of the Society's diversified programs are
seminars, plant tours, films, senior placement, and ca-
reer conferences.
Joshua Buch Prafulla [oglekar
Bernard Goldner Edward Domineske
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Charles Halpin Joseph Troxell
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Joseph Kane
Richard Geruson
George Brook John Duffy oseph Cairo
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Education
Rapidly becoming one of the largest academic groups
on the La Salle campus, the Education Department
currently numbers approximately 125 students. Gearing
their program to give participating members a sound
academic background in the subject which they plan to
leach, students are also able to engage in a professional
semester their senior year where they can gain both
practical and worthwhile classroom experience by
teaching a full five day schedule. At the end of their
senior year, successful members of this program are
then eligible for an Instructional I certificate to teach in
the State of Pennsylvania.
\«#.|v
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Gary Clabaugh
Preston Feden Br. Arthur Bangs F.S.C. Br. Anthony Wallace F.S.C.
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Patricia Haberstroh Robert Fallon
English
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For all who have entered La Salle College a con-
frontation, often prolonged, is relegated by those who
inhabit the better part of the cinderblock lairs on the
great first floor of Olney.
Inevitability.
Some emerge triumphant.
Others, battered and dejected, emerge knowing only the
bitterness born of ink-stained hands and pages streaked
with red.
Michael Sikorski Claude Koch
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Still others, having somehow succumbed to powers
unimaginable, frequent these lairs; word has it th
some commaraderie, even some common ground, has
been found there. Excited by loves, thoughts, and ways
of these people of the cinderblocks, groups of men and
women emerge somehow enlivened.
Such are the mingled destinies of the students and a
very rare collection of people here at La Salle.
John Seydow Sreenivasa Rao
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Francis Donohoe
To the Muse in Olney 162
Aha! Don't think I can't see
You struggling for form
Seven blocks up and three over in this
My cinder cube.
Oh, I don't need you, no.
Come to affirm, no doubt,
(Capital "T") Truth and bullshit
On Beauty.
I'll not give up my comma-splice class
(When not joined by "but," sometimes "yet").
An appointment.
James Butler
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Fine Arts
A student interested in a liberal
arts education at La Salle will ap-
preciate the introduction he re-
ceives to the Fine Arts as having
helped to broaden and enhance his
perspective of the arts. Whether the
course be print-making or Art 101, a
student will find that he has ac-
quired a new way of viewing art
which may last a lifetime. Music
courses offer a student an equally
valuable opportunity to gain an un-
derstanding and appreciation for
many types of musical expression.
Charles White
Political Science
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From Civics to Watergate and Back
In four short years, you have studied executive agreements,
pocket vetos, autarky, Congressional committees, Machiavelli,
Asian politics, systems analysis, proportional representation,
social contract theory and party coalitions. You have debated
American politics (when there wasn't a Big Five game, or an
exam or a frat party). You have seen the rise and fall of John
Lindsay, George McGovern, Aden Specter, Charles DeGaulle,
Frank Rizzo, Spiro Agnew, and Richard Nixon. At times you
have been interested, concerned, bored, confused, righteous,
arrogant and, lately, depressed.
You know who runs the Rules Committee and how. Do you
care? You understand the legal jargon of a Supreme Court
decision. So what? You can detail the inner working of
NATO or the Common Market. For an exam! You wrote a
great paper on revenue sharing. It was late! And a "one night
special" on reapportionment. You didn't care! You recognize
the forces of self-interest and passion in political life. But, do
you approve?
In the future, can you translate your knowledge into action,
for politics is action? Can you direct your actions in fruitful
and just ways? Remember, "It is the peculiarity of man, in
comparison with the rest of the animal world, that he alone
possesses a perception of good and evil, of the just and the
unjust . . . This man, when perfected, is the best of all
animals; but if he be isolated from law and justice is the
worst of all." (Aristotle, The Politics, Book I).
Now it's up to you.
Fred Foley Helmut Gauss Richard Clean,-
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History
Joseph O'Grady
"Histories," Francis Bacon wrote, "Make men wise."
The study of history at La Salle has been an adventure
in wisdom; women and men learning the art of inter-
pretation, of historical criticism. Far from an exercise in
memorization of dates and places (the much dreaded
"historical facts"), majoring in history is a humanizing
experience. Understanding that the historian is the most
significant historical fact, and recognizing that a history
is a very personal comment have become the hallmarks
of the training of young historians at La Salle.
35
Dennis McCarthy Miroslav Labunka Sandor Czirakv
History offers its students an opportunity for personal
growth, for the nourishment of an historical con-
sciousness. From La Salle, history majors go into many
fields- in which judgment and intellectual honesty are
requisite. Careers in public service and the law, in
teaching and writing have attracted history majors. In
addition to being a firm preparation for many careers, a
major in history has proven a splendid prelude to the
intelligent exercise of responsible citizenship.
The history major at La Salle is indeed an Explorer—
an explorer in time. But much more valuable than a
vicarious experience of the adventure and romance of
past ages, the study of history is an enlightenment for
the present.
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Gerrianne Burke-French major. Leo Rudnytzky
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Foreign Langauge Classical LanguagesGreek and Latin
To appreciate a Language one should have a
grasp of its origin. The classical tongues of Greek
and Latin are the roots of today's modern lan-
guages and afford the student this understanding.
In addition to vast linguistic opportunities, Greek
and Latin offer a student the rich background of
early Greek and Roman history.
Leonard Brownstein Diane Blumenthal
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Modern Languages
French German
Italian Russian
Spanish
Bilingual fluency or even the under-
standing of another tongue is an ex-
tremely valuable item for one to possess.
Exiting and lucrative jobs open for
someone interested in foreign service or
interpretation work.
George Perfecky Richard Boudreau
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System ^
Computer
Science
Charles Hofmann Br. Damian Connelly, F.S.C.
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Mathematics
"Mathematics as an expression of the human mind reflects the active
will, the contemplative reason, and the desire for aesthetic perfection.
Its basic elements are logic and intuition, analysis and construction,
generality and individuality. Though different traditions may empha-
size different aspects, it is only the interplay of these antithetic forces
and the struggle for their synthesis that constitute the life, usefulness,
and supreme value of mathematical science."
\
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Dennis McGady William Baker
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John O'Neill Wei Tseng Carl McCarty
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Philosophy
A Christian Brother at La Salle is
one of the freest men in today's
confusing world. Thanks to the spe-
cial grace of his vocation, and to
the opportunities for study in his
life (some of which he may have
had to carve out for himself), he is
able freely to commit himself to the
work of Catholic higher education
as he sees it. He has had to earn his
appointment and his rank, just as
his colleagues did; and he is judged
the same. But his sternest eval-
uation must come from within, as
he compares his performance with
an ideal strongly felt yet dimly
seen.
A Brother at La Salle is conscious
of the faults of the institution, at
every level, and may be more alert
to the shortcomings of students
than they are themselves. When he
makes the effort, he can perceive
the immense reservoir of talent,
commitment, good will, energy, and
wit which his colleagues and the
students actually are. Experiences,
though limited, of other institutions
and of other callings often bring
him up short, and though their per-
spective show the Brother how
many good people surround him.
It is incumbent upon a Christian
Brother at La Salle to be alert to
economic reality while standing for
something transcendent, to lead (in
one context or another) without
dominating, to mediate without los-
ing all forward energy. He loves
being here, but he means it when
he asks for prayers.
Michael Kerlin
Eugene Fitzgerald
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Richard Strosser Russell Naughton Thomas Phillips
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Br. Vincent Grimes F.S.C r. Joseph Burke F.S.C.
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Br. John Dondero F.S.C.
Psychology
Was it all worth it?
Will the investments of time, money, per-
sonal sacrifices, and mental anguish even-
tually return dividends?
For the student who has accepted an in-
structor's challenge to exceed his own person-
al expectations;
for the student who has gained a more
comprehensive appreciation of the difficult
operation of the College through participation
on college committees, departmental boards,
or student organizations;
for the student who has volunteered time
and self to community programs;
for the student whose personal ex-
pectations and vocational goals have flowed
from the ability to undergo a rigorous exam-
ination of both oneself and one's alternative
life styles;
for the student whose "on-the-job" educa-
tion has both supplemented the classroom
education and provided a proving grounds for
it;
for the student who has ventured into the
realm of another's ideas, values, life styles,
experiences, and fun and has come away
more informed—
for these students "it" has already begun
paying dividends. For verification one has
only to speak to any faculty member, admin-
istrator, or student who has spent time with
one of these students and has observed the
development of a capable, self-confident,
"aware" individual. The gains in intellectual
competency, personal self-assuredness, social
responsibility, and moral integrity have in-
dicated the mastery of institutional and per-
sonal examinations.
Charles Schrader
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La Salle Chapel
Religion
Br. William Martin F.S.C.
Man's creative responses to questions of an ultimate nature have
moulded humanity's experience of religion.
Like the Judeo-Christian tradition, other great religions of the
world have weathered the ages of the strength of these insightful
responses.
A study of these religions, whether one is a believer or not,
allows for exposure to human greatness: a greatness which works
toward coming to grips with needs and desires, and the wonder of
itself and the world. This is a greatness without which we could
not speak of a coming of age.
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Br. Edward Davis, F.S.C. Rev. Maurice Schepers
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Sociology
The Sociological Society had a
very active and exciting year. Op-
portunities to interchange ideas
with people of various political and
sociological positions were enjoyed.
Our numerous successful under-
takings were exemplified by the
publication of the first edition of
the La Salle College journal of So-
ciology. Our program was com-
plemented with opportunities to en-
gage socially. Our parties, meetings,
and other activities hopefully en-
hanced the lives of many La Salle
students.
Richard Leonard
V
John Connors Lorraine Sexton
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Jerry McConeghy

activities
The circle we make is not complete,
Not even a circle at all.
Its ends grope toward each other,
Heeding the Sirens' call.
1 sil amid that unshaped shape:
Loose ends loop out at every lull.
I want to hear the music of the sphere
Yet not stop ears to dull.
53
And subtle sounds which humans make
When they know a trulh's n lie.
Th;il's why my ends aren'l like to meet--
I'm fearful of symmetry.
For circles seem to have no fun
That's not perfection's game.
They just go round in a regular run
And then go round again.
Pier 19
In order to provide an alternative resource for the campus community, a
group of interested La Salle students, with support and supervision-training
from the professional Counseling Center staff, formed a peer counseling
service called Pier 19.
Broadly, the objectives of Pier 19 are: to establish initial contact with some
students who would not ordinarily come to the Counseling Center, or to
adults in general; to render immediate assistance-accepting, empathic listen-
ing, accurate information, and appropriate referral incidentally, to give peer
counselors themselves an opportunity to try a Psychological Services field
experience. To these ends the Counseling Center held a training session for
students involved in the peer counseling program.
Joe Bernier, Linda Bean, Pete Filicetti, Anne Fechter, Rita Erwitz and Lyda Camy.
Dave Trichtinger, Kevin Flynn, Joe Turko, Fran Blinebury, and Irwin Balik
Collegian
La Salle College's closest link
with the media is the publication
of the Collegian which prints a
weekly account of campus and
area events under the direction
of editor-in-chief, Kevin Flynn.
Each Tuesday the typical read-
er will encounter a vast array of
topics ranging from the frontlin-
ing complexities of cafeteria
seating (in case you're worried
where to eat lunch) to the back-
page analysis of the past week's
sports. The stories are dealt with
professionally and appear to
bear the fruit of tedious hours
spent molding them into cohe-
sive articles. In addition, there is
a letter to the editor section that
affords each student the unusual
opportunity to state his personal
opinion on any current subject,
whether it be peculiar to the col-
lege or not. This can and has
been utilized as an effective de-
Bruce Beans, Kevin Flynn. Al Cummings, and Dave Trichtinger
vice by which the student body is able to communicate
with the administration and voice their grievances open-
ly. It also has provided avenues of debate and question
between the students as evidenced by last fall's clashes
between Mike Quinlin and various Women on Campus.
This type of atmosphere created by the Collegian, is
healthy and invigorating and aids in campus spirit and
involvement.
The editors and staff merit a vote of confidence for
their hard work and accomplishments despite the pres-
ence of vigorous studies, pressing deadlines and cram-
ped quarters.
Kevin Flynn
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oe Turko
Student Government
This year has been one of expansion and diversification for the
Student Government Association. Under the steady hand of Presi-
dent Jim Anthony, numerous programs have been instituted. A
novel system for college committee appointments was initiated as
was a vigorous campaign aimed at lowering the drinking age. In
October an enlightening and successful Open House program was
run. December brought Forest Green in concert. Other pursuits
have included: support of a Boycott Lettuce movement, a used
book exchange, investigation of car pooling, and the potential
founding of a Reading Day.
Greater cooperation among class government headlined this
sector of S.G.A. Beyond stimulating newsletters to their class
members, signal accomplishments have included volunteer pro-
grams and on the horizon are plans for a deposit for refuse glass
and a concert program with intraclass support.
Brian Ettinger, Secretary Cathy Bilotti, Treasurer
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Roy Ettenger, President of Residence Council Jim Kelly. Vice Pres.. Class of '74
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Phi Sigma Kappa
Delta Sigma Pi
The Professional Business Frater-
nity of Delta Sigma Pi was founded
at New York University on Novem-
ber 7, 1907. Since then its member-
ship has expanded to 82,000 broth-
ers with 182 chapters across the
United States and Canada. The Ep-
silon Sigma chapter of the frater-
nity was established at LaSalle Col-
lege on April 20, 1963. Delta Sigma
Pi sponsers a variety of activities on
campus, including a professional
program which features various
speakers from the business world.
The social program consists of par-
ties, benefits for local orphanages
and an annual dinner dance. Ath-
letic teams also compete in the col-
legiate intramural program.
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Sigma Beta Kappa
During this past year, Sigma Beta Kappa
began its twenty-sixth year on the campus of
La Salle College. As a social fraternity it
offers its members an array of activities and
events that range from contributing to a spe-
cial charity to competing in intramural sports
on campus. Over the past few years the frater-
nity has gained a great deal of recognition for
its achievements in athletic competition, both
in fraternity league play and in open league
competition. This past fall the football team
claimed the fraternity championship for the
third consecutive year. Besides football, the
brothers are very enthusiastic in regards to
another championship in basketball this year.
Some of the high points of our social calen-
dar include our annual dinner-dance in the
spring, a father-son night, the St. Patrick's
celebration for a weekend in New York, and a
number of parties during the semester.
Above all other things, however, the frater-
nity recognizes its duty to promote broth-
erhood, not only among its members, but to
everyone we come in contact with and its
privilege of bringing honor to La Salle Col-
lege.
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Sigma Phi Lamba In today's age of individualism, many fraternities have lost the
dis-
tinctiveness with which they were founded. One notable exception is Sigma
Phi Lambda. The quality and durability of its service to La Salle has been a
matter of record since 1935, and the personal value of that tradition has
increased for its brothers with every graduating class. Not many social frater-
nities on La Salle's campus can claim the same support from its alumni that
Sigma Phi Lambda enjoys perennially. For almost forty years the most impor-
tant purpose of the fraternity has remained unchanged: to foster friendship
within the student community and to encourage loyalty to the College itself.
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German Club
Black Student Union
This year, the Black Student Union,
through the combined efforts of its mem-
bership was able to successfully restore
vitality to an organization that was
apparently ineffective. After careful
scrutiny a new constitution and set of
by-laws was drafted and subsequently
adopted. Evident of the newly adminis-
tered policy was the presentation of two
of the most prominent Blacks now resid-
ing in Philadelphia-Mr. A. Benjamin
Johnson, Esq. and Ms. Orien Reid, a Con-
sumer affairs reporter. The organization
plans to continue to present programs
that it feels should be of interest and
which will help bring about a better
understanding with all members of the
college and the surrounding community.
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Explorer
It's another year, another beginning
and antoher chance.
We face problems and challenges
meeting some and failing others
but maybe the question is . .
.
and why. and why not.
It's only a game
isn't it?
we live and we try to understand
but the answers seem
to have escaped us.
And the question is
why should we worry
all these years
and lose all hope
when everything is
pressed against the
window pane of life.
We see its beauty,
life is passing . .
.
but it is real
for the moment.
Kathy McGrath
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Mike Santoro Alan Howard
Gary Knoerlein
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Mary Shriver
Mitch Rosner

French Club
El Club Cervantes
For people that enjoy the driving
rhythm of the flamenco . . . the
spicy aroma of paella ... El Greco
and Goya . . . the stirring "momento
de la verdad" of the bullfight . .
.
field trips and fiestas and more . .
for people who want a little taste of
Spain right here at home ... El
Club Cervantes.
Since its inception in January,
1973, the French Club has spon-
sored numerous social and cultural
activities for La Salle Francophiles.
In order to acquaint the student
body with the club, a coffee hour
hosted by the members was held in
September. Thanks to "chef" gene
Ancharski, who made a variety of
pastries, our Open House had a real
French flavor. Shortly after Open
House, Dr. Rita Mall, moderator
procured the film, "La Symphonie
Pastorale," a film based on a novel
by Andre Gide, which attracted a
large audience from the entire lan-
guage department. Among our year-
end activities was a "diner en ville"
at a French restaurant.
\J[TS
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Italian Club
Orientated to the social as-
pects of La Salle, the Italian
Club offers many diverse ac-
tivities. Membership is open to
all nationalities so as to create
a universal atmosphere in all
of the Club's undertakings.
Ukranian Club
The Ukranian Club of La
Salle College offers to students
of Ukranian heritage a social
outlet whereby they can meet
in a communal atmosphere to
exchange thoughts and ideas.
Activities held range from de-
bates on contemporary issues
to dances, parties, canoe trips,
and water polo.
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Gamma Sigma Sigma
During the fall, the sisters in the
Delta Omega Chapter of Gamma
Sigma Sigma extended their serv-
ices to those in need by giving of
themselves beyond their own indi-
vidual volunteer endeavors. A few
of the projects undertaken by the
group included distribution of
Thanksgiving baskets to needy fam-
ilies, providing the daycare center
children with a Halloween party,
and some cherry decorations to
brighten their surroundings, and
donating the proceeds from our
Christmas Bazaar to WEXP radio
and a charity. Our spring activities
included a fashion show with re-
freshments at a home for the aged
and the gala Blue and Gold Charity
Ball.
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Women on Campus
Women On Campus is a
newly organized group con-
sisting of students, faculty,
and administrative women. It
espouses no ideology other
than the right of each woman
to determine her own life. It
provides a forum where ideas
may be heard and new pro-
grams started by bringing to-
gether women of similar inter-
ests.
The Woman's History
Workshop, which helped
prove the need for a Women
and History course, was WOC
project. Among current activi-
ties are consciousness-raising
groups, a newsletter, a contin-
uing interest in the daycare
center, and presentations of
guest speakers.
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La Salle Singers
The La Salle Singers, formerly called the La Salle
Concert Choir, is a constantly growing and dynamic
campus organization. Although the La Salle Singers
have been a part of campus life for many years, in
recent years the group has undergone several dramatic
changes among them the inclusion of women in the
choir and allowing students to assume more control in
the administration of the group. Presently the group is
entirely run by students. The officers of the organization
are Ms. Rosemary Angemi, President; Ms. Anne Wilson,
Vice-President; Mr. James Bernardo, Treasurer; Ms. Min-
erva Caro, Secretary; and Mr. Ellwood J. Annaheim,
Librarian. The director of the group is Mr. Gail Poch of
Temple University.
Last fall the Singers presented two concerts on
campus, one for Open House and another for Christmas.
The Singers also had several concerts outside of school.
Perhaps the highest point of the fall semester was the
Singers concert on KYW-TV on Christmas Day. The La
Salle have presently scheduled two on-campus concerts
for the spring semester: one on the weekend of April the
19th and the other as part of the Concert and Lecture
Series. In addition to this, the Singers plan to sing at
other colleges and at churches in the Tri-State area. The
Singers also plan to present a High School Festival this
spring, in conjunction with the admissions office, which
will bring high school choirs from the area to La Salle.
The festival will not only give these choirs on opportu-
nity to perform but will also give high school students
an opportunity to see La Salle.
In the future the La Salle Singers plan to increase
their activities both on campus and off. The Singers
presently perform about four concerts a semester and
would like to increase this number to about six.
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Alpha Epsilon Delta
Alpha Epsilon Delta is an inter-
national fraternity whose purpose
is to promote cooperation between
premed students and educators in
developing an adequate program of
premedical education. All science
students who are intending post-
graduate study of any health care
professions are invited to pledge
membership, providing they meet
the necessary requirements of the
organization. La Salle's chapter has
been perenially involved in many
activities aimed at acquainting the
student with the various profes-
sional careers by way of guest lec-
turers and most notably, the annual
premedical conference, held in con-
junction with the medical schools
in the immediate area.
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Chymian Society
The Chymian Society, the Sudent
Affiliate Chapter of the American
Chemical Society, was founded to
provide chemistry majors opportu-
nities in both academic and social
atmospheres at La Salle. Fifteen
chemists from colleges and in-
dustries were guest speakers for the
Society's weekly seminar and lec-
ture series attended by the mem-
bers. The membership assisted in
the annual Open House and hosted
the Middle Atlantic Region's Inter-
collegiate Student Chemist's Con-
vention at La Salle on April 20,
1974. On the social side, the mem-
bership enjoyed a wine and cheese
party to introduce freshmen to the
Society, picnics, Halloween and
Christmas parties, a Dinner Dance
and the year-end party.
Kappa Mu Epsiion
The Kappa Mu Epsiion (KME) Math-
ematics Club is a group of thirty-five
irrational elements dedicated to the so-
cial and academic pursuits of the Math-
ematics department. The 1974 addition to
the power series includes Frani Parrotto
as president, Frank Dziedzic as vice-
president, Matt Coleman as secretary,
and Debbie Wissman as treasurer. A
subset of the membership belongs to the
Kappa Mu Epsiion National Mathematics
Honor Fraternity.
The KME lounge, 0-110 is the nucleus
of all club activities which include in-
doctrinating needy students into the
beauty of mathematics through a free
tutoring program, the planning of inde-
pendent events such as picnics, skiing,
ice-skating, and bowling, and the publi-
cation of a newsletter (KMEWS-letter).
The La Salle chapter of KME has been
chosen to host the second regional KME
convention, April 6, 1974.
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WEXP
WEXP is a student-operated organization which pro-
vides entertainment and enlightenment for the La Salle
College community. A La Salle radio station had been in
the planning stages for almost a decade before being
realized as WEXP in 1972. The early development was
undertaken in the early 60's by numerous students and
administrative personnel, College Union director John
H. Veen took special interest in the project and is today
the station's moderator.
WEXP is under the leadership of full-time students,
who devote many of their free hours to the station's
operation. At present, there are more than forty active
members who work in conjunction with the station
directors.
These directors coordinate station activities in the
areas of music, news, sports, and advertising. This aca-
demic year the installation of transmitters facilitated
expansion in these areas. The most notable changes
were those in the sports department which included live
transmission of basketball games from the Palestra.
WEXP anticipates increased student, faculty, and ad-
ministrative interest in the "years ahead. It is the in-
tention of the station's personnel to meet this interest
with organized plans to make WEXP a relevant student
organization serving the La Salle community.
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Residence Council
Residence Council, the stu-
dent governing body of La
Salle dormitories, plays a vital,
active role in the resident
dorm life and acts as a liaison
between the students and the
administration. Residence
Council provides social, ath-
letic, and cultural programs
throughout the year for resi-
dents and their guests. An ex-
tensive intramural program
offers participation in football,
basketball, volleyball, bil-
liards, and table tennis. Trips
to the Pennsylvania Ballet, the
Philadelphia Orchestra, and
the Academy of Music are
sponsored frequently, as well
as Faculty lecture series and
Human Sexuality panels. Resi-
dence Council also provides
weekend entertainment rang-
ing from dorm parties and
cafes to hayrides and extrava-
ganzas in the effort to make
the living atmosphere at La
Salle a pleasant and fulfilling
one.
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Rehearsals for Babel proved well worth the effort.
Masque
The Masque completed its 39th year of exis-
tence this year, and it produced a record number
of shows that ran the spectrum of Theatre. Little
Murders, The School for Scandal, Resencrantz
and Guildenstern Are Dead, Peter and the Wolf,
Babel: A Play On Words, U.S.A., Oh, Kay!, and
another workshop yet to be named at this print-
ing, all made it to the floorboards to round out a
healthy season. The major attraction of the year
was the great use of student talent in all aspects
of production. There were six student directors,
eleven set and/or lighting designers, and over
100 student actors. School for Scandal, (pictured
here) was completely designed by students, a
first for a major Masque production. Jimmy
Clark, a Fullbright nominee, wrote and directed
Babel: A Play on Words—the first production
ever written by a student.
Other firsts for the year included the election
of the first woman president of the Masque,
Bernadette Galanti. In its membership, there
were a number of member's of Actors' Equity,
the professional actors union. The talent of Mas-
que members was not confined to the La Salle
stage, however; Joe Urbanik served as technical
advisor at his high school, and Marcus Brown
choreographed a production of No No Nannette
at Nazareth Academy, along with appearing as a
featured dancer with the Germantown Dance
Theatre.
The year was a very important one for the
Masque and the officers that saw it through
were: Bernadette Galanti, President; Tony Cos-
tandino, Vice-President; Anne Hampson, Treas-
urer; Cecile T. Coady, Secretary; Joe Urbanik,
Technical Chairman; Peter Sauer, Production
Chairman; and Jerry Hathaway, Publicity Chair-
man.
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Karate
Karate is an up and coming sport on the collegiate
level. Since the formation of the club in the fall of 1970,
the purpose of the discipline has been to provide self-
defense training for the individual. With the enrichment
of mental and physical fitness, the training instills the
individual with faith in his or her ability, to teach
responsibility to each student, and respect for the power
which can be learned from Karate. In this day and age, a
mystic has grown up around Karate, and those individ-
uals who possess an advanced belt, brown or black, are
assumed to have super-human attributes. It is the desire
of all reputable martial artists to end the fable that
surrounds their art and show the world that the goals
they have attained are not super-human. With the same
tranquility as displayed by the Karate masters, these
same goals can surface from within the individual if the
desire and perseverence is present.
President's Committee
The President's Committee is a
body of nine students established
three years ago. It was designed to
serve in an advisory capacity to the
Student Congress and the student
body at large. If there are any dis-
agreements or gripes that may come
up during the course of the aca-
demic year a student may file a
complaint with the committee and
it is put before the President's
Council for inspection and Dis-
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Joseph Patm, Secretary, Tom Lyons-President, Sam, Chairman (im Yates. President Cross
Keys, Pete O'Donnell, President Student Congress, Pete Corpey, College Council
Representative, Joseph Friend, Treasurer Accounting Association, Paul Foley, Yearbook,
George Cohen, President, Accounting Association, Ray Conarty, President Marketing
Association
Senior Class
The Senior Class of 1974 can be
credited with organizing five sig-
nificant events this year under the
supervision of Jim Yates. There
were three dances run inter-
mittently and they were very suc-
cessful. In addition to these well
attended social functions was the
senior formal and Christmas party.
Coordination of the yearbook also
falls under the jurisidction of the
graduating class.
ML
Tom OAprile, Assistant Treasurer Senior Class Larry Muzzo, Treasurer, Marge Donnelly. Secretary. Tom O Aprile. Assistant
Treasurer
Cross Keys Fraternity
The Cross Keys Fraternity is ex-
tremely unique in that it is a cross
section of undergraduate, faculty,
and alumni who are able to be in-
ducted by initiation. It is the largest
organization in the Evening Divi-
sion as it covers the entire spectrum
of La Salle, a claim no other group
can make.
The most salient feature of Cross
Keys is its annual "Putting Him
Through" ceremony which honors
hardworking wives who sacrifice
much of their leisure time to aid
their husbands graduation.
In the upcoming semester it will
devote much effort to a scholarship
program and bettering commu-
nication between students and ad-
ministrators.
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Pete Carpey; College Council Representative
Student Congress
The governing body of the Eve-
ning Division is the Student Con-
gress. This group decides all stu-
dent initiated policy and is liaison
between the administration and stu-
dents in matters that require mutual
agreement.
OS
Pete O'Donnell, President Student Congress Henry Wright, Student Congress Secretary
Joe Palm, Student Congress
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Accounting
Association
The Accounting Association was
originally formed in the interest of
degree seeking students desiring an
extension of classroom theory.
It has expanded its goals in an
effort to unite fellow business stu-
dents in the friendly atmosphere of
the growing accounting profession.
The meetings are conducted month-
ly with guest speakers present to
discuss and answer questions re-
garding their particular field of en-
deavor. These afford the member
the opportunity of broadening his
knowledge of accounting and gen-
eral business affairs.
President's Forum
The President's Forum convened
this year with Brother Burke to re-
view problems involving the eve-
ning student.
Topics discussed were varied but
each one was significant. Such di-
lemmas as parking and campus sa-
fety highlighted the talks. Of course
tuition increase was met with its
usual disapproval but Br. Burke at-
tempted to explain the inevitability
of the increase. The Forum should
be used by more students as it
offers them an excellent avenue of
debate.
Society for the
Advancement of Managemer
The Delaware Valley Conference
of the Society for the Advancement
of Management (SAM) is composed
of thirteen schools in the area ex-
tending from Bucks County to West
Chester. The purpose of the organi-
zation is to make plans for the In-
ternational SAM Conference which
was held in Philadelphia the week
of May 19th. Our chapter at La
Salle had the responsibility of con-
ducting a tour of Philadelphia for
all members who attended.
f.Ay
Tom Lyons. President SAM
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Gola's Golden Era
Two decades have passed since a young and
inexperienced basketball quintet rode the crest
of an emotional wave of startling victories,
capping an amazing season in which LaSalle
vaulted atop the college roundball world.
Leading the way as he had done all that remarkable year, was
six foot six inch All American Tom Gola. LaSalle's "Mr. Every-
thing" not only paced the squad in scoring and rebounding but
became the heart and soul of what he has called the "Cinderella
team" of the N.C.AA. Tournament. While attending L.S.C. he
established himself as the school's greatest performer by which all
that follow have been compared.
Tom Gola has come a long way since those glorious four years
he spent as the toast of LaSalle's campus as well as eastern
basketball. Following his celebrated collegiate career Gola de-
parted the amateur ranks and began displaying his court wiz-
zardry for the Philadelphia Warriors of the now flourishing Na-
tional Basketball Association. For ten seasons he thrilled the fans
around the league with the immense repertoire of skills he
presented in All-Star fashion. Dave "Zink" Zinkoff, the public
address announcer's, familiar cry of "Gola Goal" still echoes
throughout the rafters of Convention Hall, marking each time
Tom's feather-like shot flipped the twine leaving opposing teams
baffled. Suddenly, the Warriors decided to transfer the franchise
to the Bay area of San Francisco. Gola felt that it would be in his
best interest to remain in the east and asked to be traded. He
subsequently was dealt to the hapless New York Knicks where he
spent the twilight of his award filled career.
Retirement came quietly, without fan-fare or publicity and the
N.B.A. lost one of its true superstars.
Normally you'd imagine an exciting and lucrative tenure in
professional athletics being the epitome of success. Quite surpri-
singly, he encountered one vital regret oblivious to the sports-hero
worshippers of today.
"My biggest regret in playing professional basketball was that
after I retired I found myself ten years behind my graduating class.
They were lawyers, doctors, or had established themselves in
business and I had to start all over again."
Inevitably, as characterized the Gola style, he vigorously em-
barked upon a successful political career, with the staunt determi-
nation that typified his previous achievments.
Immediately he gained the respect of his colleagues and began
striving to pursue the opportunities that appeared so vast. But in
1968, the dictatorial Jim Harding was discharged from his duties as
head coach of the Explorers. Tom Gola was offered the chance to
direct the multi-talented group. Casual observers considered the
answer merely academic yet Mr. Gola thoughtfully weighed each
possibility and after considerable deliberation he accepted the
position.
Unfortunately his decision to coach came a bit too hastily as
that very summer LaSalle College was placed on probation for
recruiting violations incurred under the eventful Harding reign.
With dreams of national championship being destroyed by the
defenseless actions of a nearsighted coach. Gola's goals now
became an undefeated season which he failed to attain by one
disappointing loss to South Carolina and his old mentor. Frank
McGuire. The team he has since labelled "best in Big-Five history"
closed out is year in virtual anonymity amid the confines of lowly
West Chester's gym unable to participate in any post-season play.
Another year of probation faced Gola and his new depleted
corps of cagers, yet they still managed to win the now defunct
Quaker City Tournament and more significantly he aided the
development of the devastating Kenny Durrett.
Tom Gola resigned in 1970 and once again turned to politics.
This time he was elected as City Controller of Philadelphia. Four
dedicated years he served the city in which he was raised. In his
bid for reelection he lost, succumbing not to his opponent, but to
the anti-Republican sentiment in the country.
Few people possess the drive and character necessary to claim
the degree of success reached by this man. For our sake let's hope
this year's edition of the LaSalle Explorers will produce such a
person.
Basketball
The 1973-74 edition of the La Salle Explorers are banking
heavily on a crew of sophomores to lead them from the
throes of mediocrity to the type of excellence Big Five
observers had previously been accustomed.
Despite the loss of backcourt gen-
ius Bobby Jones and jumping Jim
Crawford, coach Paul Westhead
feels the newcomers will more than
compensate for their departure.
Heading the new cast is 6'10" high
school All American Joe Bryant,
who in the eyes of former Explorer
great Tom Gola, "can do it all." J. B.
will give coach Paul Westhead an-
other dimension of attack not af-
forded him since the departure
Kenny Durrett. In fact many are
already drawing comparisons be-
tween the two and hopefully they
are accurate. Manning the back-
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court as he did so admirably as a
freshman last year, until he was
betrayed by academics, is lightning
fast Charley Wise. "Sweet Charley"
is a frightening weapon in the Ex-
plorers arsenal as he is extremely
adept at exploiting any teams ball
handling weakness or even creating
one himself. Wise's complement in
the backcourt is Glen Collier, a
lythe 6'2" guard, possesses cat-like
reflexes as well as great court sense
and poise should prove a pleasant
suprise. Finally, Verric Cutler, a
6'8" transfer from Maryland is
being counted on to strengthen the
rebounding and defense. Add these
four to the substantial talents of
Billy Taylor and Joe DiCocco and
the season should have proved to
be most enjoyable for LaSalle fans.
La Salle opened against a pathet-
ic Lehigh quintet, who seemed to
be masquerading as a basketball
team, and promptly disposed of
them in neat fashion. The Explorers'
press completely disrupted any
semblence of continuity the visitors
had shown as they forced them into
an incredible forty-eight turnovers.
Joe Bryant displayed flashes of his
unlimited potential and led a bal-
anced attack with nineteen points.
Charley Wise stole everything in
sight and Joe Di Cocco played his
usual steady game.
The Orangemen of Syracuse in-
vaded the Palestra in the next home
tilt and the Explorers' unblemished
record of 3-0 was put to its sternest
test. Certainly this was the first op-
ponent of any caliber L.S.C. had
encountered following relatively
easy wins on the road over Army
and Hofstra. With Charley Wise
placing All American Dennis DuVal
in his hip pocket and Joe Di Cocco
playing only like he can it appeared
that La Salle would make it 4-0. Yet
Billy Taylor and Joe Bryant simply
lost their shooting touch and at the
half the score found L.S.C. ahead
by one point. The second half was
a different story. A complete break-
down in rebounding due to the lack
of blocking out allowed the Big Or-
ange to exercise domination of the
backboards. Despite a solid per-
formance from sub Steve Baruffi. a
good second half from Billy Taylor
and the over all excellence of
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Sweet Charley Wise the Explorers
fell for the first time.
The Explorers of La Salle and the
University of Pennsylvania Quakers
staged the initial Big Five contest of
the year, pitting two of the east's
top rated squads in an early season
showdown.
The game began with Penn hit-
ting its first seven shots and finding
itself trailing the Explorers by nine
points. The lead can be credited to
)oe Di Cocco's domination of the
Quaker's super-soph John Engles
and Charley Wise's ability to pace
an accelerated tempo. Following a
timeout Penn began combining new
found board strength with their
continued torrid shooting and
streaked to a shaky one point half
time lead.
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In the second half Penn pulled to
a quick seven point bulge due to
the deft ballhandling and floor play
of Eddie Stefanski along with Ron
Haigler's scoring burst. L.S.C's of-
fense became non-existant as Billy
Taylor couldn't shake a shooting
slump and the Quaker's Bob Bieg-
low neutralized Joe Bryant with ex-
tremely tough defense. Yet behind
Coach Paul Westhead's crew dig-
ging and clawing and managed to
tie the game with ten seconds re-
maining.
The Quakers immediately took a
timeout and planned for one final
shot. As the crescendo built, the
ball was inbounded to Stefanski
who hit Engles of the baseline but
he was immediately bottled up and
just managed to return the pass to
Stefanski.
La Salle Oppon
87 Lehigh 37
83 U.S.M.A. 71
66 Hofstra 53
68 Syracuse
94 Holy Cross
82 Pennsylvania 84
90 Wake Forest 95
76 Western Kentucky 65
77 Stanford 66
65 Manhattan 73
83 Princeton 78
67 Niagara 65
84 Western Kentucky i < , I
85 Drexel 73
87 Lafayette 66
97 Biscayne 75
81 Canisius 89
73 St. |os(;ph's 75
78 Temple 54
78 Notre Dame 98
95 American 83
73 West Chester
63 Duquesne 81
104 Villanova 66
82 Rutgers 76
78 Delaware 69
84 Rider 68
71 •St. Joseph's 76
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Joe Di Cocco displaying his form at the foul
line.
Bryant about to make one of his patened
moves.
"The Explorer"
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As precious seconds licked away
Ed drove the lane crashed into Bil-
ly Taylor, and threw up a shol thai
J.B. swatted for an obvious goal-
tend.
One referee blew his whistle and
signaled no basket, that an offen-
sive foul had been called while the
trailing official allowed the basket
but called the foul after the shot.
Following, much heated deliber-
ation, Billy Taylor was sent to the
foul line for a one and one situation
and Stefanski's goal was counted.
Taylor missed the front end of the
one and one and Di Cocco nearly
tapped the rebound home with two
seconds left. Penn quickly grabbed
the missed tap and held on for an
exciting 84-82 victory. This game
clearly must be rated as one of the
finest in Big Five history.
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"Tiger" McBain using his left to score two.
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Soccer
PSSF^PW
La Salle
1 Phila. Textile
Opponent
3
3
University of Penn
Haverford
3
1
1
Lehigh
*American
1
'
3
6 *Drexel 3
2
2
2
*Lafayette
*Temple
Widener
3
1
1
*St. Joseph's
*Rider
1
1 Ursinus
1 *West Chester
2 *Hofstra
3 Villanova
*M.A.C. 5-2-1
Season 9-5-1
Fred Gouss takes position against a Textile attacker. Textile won 3- 1.
Mb I*am
Brad Bertz desperately tries a header late in the game to gain a tie with Lehigh.
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Coach Wilkinson discusses team strategy.
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The Booters began the 1973 season by meeting two nationally ranked
teams. In the first half, against Philadelphia Textile, the Explorers could tally
only once and in the second half the talented Rams maneuvered around the:
La Salle defense for three late scores. Three days later the Explorers
journeyed to Penn's Franklin Field to meet the Quakers in an evening
contest. There was little or no contest and the Explorers came back to 20th
and Olney 0-2. During the next two weeks the booters appeared listless in a
win against Haverford and losses to Lehigh and American. With a seasonal
mark of 1-4, Powell (2), Johnston (2), Gauss (1), and Franklin (1) powered La
Salle 6-3 past Drexel in a long awaited show of offensive strength. The
Drexel game proved to be the turning point in the season. The Explorers
finished strong with a 8-1-1 mark. A stern defense and excellent goallending
by Rich Hoffman, who compiled 1.2 goals against average, helped La Salle
finish the season with a fine 9-5-1 record.
The astroturf and Quakers proved more than the Explorers could handle as they dropped this
game 3-0.
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(im Avato pursues a Textile forward. Trap or trip?
A leaping save by Rich Hoffman protects
momentary Explorer shutout.
Fast trap block by Mike Walls thwarts a Textile rush.
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Track
The Explorer trackmen
should be competitive in
their conference this
coming season. The bal-
ance of the squad makes
he possibility of a
M.A.C. championship
very plausible. However,
he team must, and
should get strong per-
formances from Tom
Reynolds, javelin; Jim
O'Neill, polevault; and
Tony Carter, triple jump,
if the M.A.C. crown is to
come back to La Salle.
Add to this group Bob
Payne, quarter miler;
Rich Jacovini, miler; the
relay teams' perform-
ances and the nucleus of
the club appears solid.
Clearing the bar
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Coach, Ira Davis
Explorer Cross Country-1973
St. Joseph's 25-31
American 32-23
Univ. Of Penn 43-18
Lehigh 37-22
Villanova 47-16
St. Joseph's 27-28
Delaware 18-37
Drexel 18-38
Temple 24-31
West Chester 33-26
Big Five Title 1-Penn, 27; 2-Villanova, 35;
3-St. Joseph's, 112; La Salle, 136;
5-Temple (did not enter)
MAC Title 1-Lehigh, 56; 2-Bucknell, 56;
3-American, 73;
4-West Chester, 131; 5-La Salle, 133;
6-Gettysburg, 154; 7-Temple,
180: 8-Lafayette, 193;
9-St. Joseph's, 197;
10-Univ. of Delaware, 275;
11-Drexel, 281; Rider, NA.
Joe Wilson runs a leg in the 2 mile relay.
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Tom Ohmsetter
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Rich Jacovini heads the pack.
Steve Reckefus, [ohn Cinsidine, Bob Casey, and Brendan Costello. Straining for distance is Tom Reynolds.
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Baseball
Larry White
I
%*/• *T '
Bob Sarcewitz Coach Gene McDonnell
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Bob Guglielmi
I
Tony Chapman
Each February summons La Salle baseball players to
loosen stiffened legs and gloves for another season of hitting,
catching, and throwing stiched cowhide around the diamond.
The sunny days of April must unfortunately be preceded by
winter's numbing cold. However this year's nine hopes to
utilize the temperate climate of Florida to prepare them for
the previously better readied opponents.
The team hasn't revisited the Sunshine State since their
initial trip in 1967 when they innovated the excursion locally.
Other teams in the area have followed Coach Gene
McConnell's example and found it a boost to their perform-
ance during the regular season.
This season is a critical one for the Explorers. An attempt
to cut the baseball program was halted among surprise and
confusion in the off season but the team has kept their bats
swinging. This season's squad possesses better than adequate
talent as evidenced by their successful autumn schedule.
Wins over St. Joseph's and Villanova highlighted the abbre-
viated slate of games, with newcomers Fred Morris and Bob
Sarcewicz contributing outstanding performances. The
McDonnell-Ervin combination of good speed and defense
proved to be the winning formula in the fall.
The moundmen will be headed by Senior John Petrino.
Junior Larry White and Larry Morris. Co-captains Bill
Tierney and Bob Guglielmi will lead the Tony Chapmans.
Dan Barber's, and Joe Stampones into battle this spring with
promising Ted Detrick, and Jim Doran trying to better their
already solid play.
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Crew
The LaSalle Crew began their ardous
land and water training in early September
and continued through the winter months
in preparation for the 1974 season. Racing
on the Schuylkill commences in late March
and climaxes in May with the Dad Vail
Regatta, an event which annually attracts
over forty participating colleges from the
Eastern United States. This year's schedule
also maintains an international flavor as
the Explorer Crew journeys to Amherst,
Mass. to challenge the defending Dad Vail
winner, the University of Mass.. and a Uni-
versity boat from England.
Under the tutelage of Head Coach Vince
Madden and Assistant Pete Welsh, the
young LaSalle rowers anticipate fine show-
ings in all their races. Coach Madden, in
his first year as Head Coach after four
years as assistant, established a grueling
conditioning program which guarantees
that the LaSalle Crew will be in peak phys-
ical condition. Led by Captain Gene
McHugh and Lieutenants Steve Shaud and
Pete Greenspun, the team is characterized
by a core of race-experienced sophomores
who insure a veteran squad for the coming
years.
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Basketball
The womens' basketball team is making its bid for
notoriety this season after a slow but hearty beginning.
The player to watch of course is Annette Halpin. She
has paced the squad in scoring for three seasons. The
cagers are hoping Halpin's supporting cast will fill into
a winning unit.
Jump ball" Style and grace is shown by Annette Halpin
Ill
Halpin hounds Cheyney State guard. Cheyney controls tap.
Explorers vie for position
112
Cheney State prepares as La Salle moves up court.
Volleyball
The Fall of 1973 saw the introduction of a new varsity
sport to 20th and Olney. Consisting of thirteen team
members, the Explorers embarked upon their maiden
season under the direction of Mrs. Marge Kriebel. With
enthusiasm and spirit, they began the tedious task of
learning new skills and becoming familiar with the
methods of the game. Time, concentration, and the
desire to win were all the ingredients needed to master
the techniques that would be essential in this first year
113
of varsity competition. Their patience proved to be
worthwhile for they finished the season with a five-
win, five-loss record. This record, however, did not
include the College Tournament held at Villanova Uni-
versity finishing seasonal play. With fine and consistent
play, the six—netters placed second in the field of five
teams. For the coach and players, the season can be
considered nothing short of a thrilling success.
Explorers save volley on fine play
EXPLORER VOLLEYBALL-1973
CUMULATIVE
OPPONENT SCORE RECORD
Temple 7-15
12-15
0-1
Bryn Mawr 7-15
7-15
0-2
Villanova 8-15
11-15
0-3
Cheney State 1-15
9-15
0-4
Phila. College 15-6 1-4
of Pharmacy 15-13
Gwynedd Mercy 16-14
15-12
2-4
Our Lady of Angels 15-5
15-4
3-4
Franklin & Marshall 3-15
8-15
3-5
Harcum 15-1
11-15
15-9
4-5
Eastern 15-4
15-11
5-5
Ellen Walsh
Coach Marge Kriebel instructs her young squad.
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Hockey
Setting up for a drive on goal
September. The heat and haze
of the summer still lingers on the
lonesome playing field. A whistle
blows. Veterans from last year
and hopefuls of this year gather.
The women's field hockey team
begin their second official sea-
son. Under the experienced
coaching of Ms. Eleanor Snell
and the leadership of sophomore
captain Sallyanne Harper,
twenty-five individuals of
varying degrees of skill and tal-
ent begin the long process of
forming a viable, cohesive unit, a
team.
Each day the women meet on
the field to drill, scrimmage and
discuss rules and positioning all
of which are intregal parts of
good field hockey. Even as the
trees lining the field hint of the
promise of autumn and the air
turns crisp and clear almost un-
noticed, so too there are subtle
changes to be seen on the hockey
field.
The women have begun to
work together, criticizing and en-
couraging, striving to develop
and sustain the integrity and
spirit which has melded them
into a team. Eleven varsity mem-
bers officially represent La Salle
on the field each game. The con-
tributions of the eleven were im-
portant in the season but much
of the credit for their first suc-
cessful campaign must go to the
hard work and unselfish support
which was given to them by their
manager and the J.V. squad. The
building of a successful team is
dependent upon the unity of its
members. This fact was con-
clusively affirmed and reaf-
firmed with each game.
It was all there. The long hours
of practice had paid off. There
were triumphs and dis-
appointments in the long awaited
season. Out of this competition
arose bittersweet moments . .
.
The thrill of posting a victory in
the pouring rain before two lone
spectators . . . The mounting of a
paramount effort equal to the op-
position and finishing with the
indecisiveness of a 0-0 tie. When
the women's field hockey team
finished their season the com-
ment was made that they had
nowhere to go but up. They have
begun their climb.
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THE 1973 LA SALLE COLLEGE FIELD HOCKEY VARSITY
BACK ROW (Left to Right): Mary Anne Gwiazdowski; Maryann Pantano; Nora Kramer; Karen Matczak; Rosemarie Grofcsik: Angie
Stacy; Coach Eleanor Snell; Anne Domineske; Jane O'Brien; Kathy Slomski; and Ada Steinmetz. FRONT ROW (Left to Right): Marianne
Dooley; Lori Calkins; Donna Ertel; Denise Corkery; Sallyanne Harper; Miffy McGettigan; J. J. DiPaola; Anne Marie Shervin; Judy Blanco;
and Peggy Lindinger.
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Tennis
The Men's Tennis Team hopes to
parley the efforts of standouts Rick
Eastland, Mike Garrahan, Bob Lind-
inger, and Ken Foti into a reversal
of last season's disappointing cam-
paign. Although the netmen did
manage to post their best record, it
is a far cry from being considered
successful.
Eastland heads the returning let-
termen and is counted on to solidi-
fy the squad with his steady play.
Bob Lindinger should have a win-
ning year as he is felt to be the
strongest player for the Explorers.
Yet the "ace in the hole" for La
Salle is sophomore Ken Foti. He has
shots that are certain to make him
an excellent player who will be
around for a few more years.
Steve Pellegrini returns a Villanova volley. Team strategy is discussed before match.
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U,
Bob Lindinger lobs a soft shot into the corner. A fore hand smash and a charge to the net.
Concentrating for an ace.
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Ice Hockey
Hockey, the world's fastest team sport
is still only a club sport in its infant
stages at La Salle but hopefully in the
near future, it will reach varsity level. As
with any young team, victories are often
few and far apart. Skating, passing and
checking are all the major components
needed for winning in this game.
To date, unfortunately, these keys to
success have eluded the icemen. Slowly,
the hesitation in action will become
smooth fluid play. For a hesitant move
in hockey, can mean the loss of a puck
or more importantly a missed goal.
Hockey has a home at La Salle and
possibly a home to come in Philadelphia
in the form of Big Five action.
Captain Mike Nas
Face off draw goes to John Bochansk
121
Frank Dziedzic
rjim
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Swimming
The mermen of La Salle are hoping the returning lettermen will guide
them to an ever-improving year. Record breaking Chris Gallagher's back
to pace a young squad. Maybe a new recruit will splash onto the scene to
make the year a success. In any event, you can be sure that when the gun
is fired in Hayman Hall's beautiful new swimming facility, the Explorers
will be amply represented.
123
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Golf
In October of last semester, the Explorers traveled to Annapolis, Maryland, the site of ECAG golf
championship. Though the team did not do well as a whole, they were led by junior transfer student Joe
Galie who shot a fine 80. Unfortunately, Joe missed the cut by one shot for the finals. However, the
spring looks bright for Coach Connors and his team. When Captain Joe Ellis, along with team members
Jim Finnegan. Paul Lach, Joe Galie, Jack Connors, and Phil Cassidy, head south in the spring, they will
come back ready to face the MAC foes ahead.
Coach John Connors talks golf with Joe Ellis. Jack Connors.
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Intramurals
126
The intramural program is de-
signed to give students an opportu-
nity to participate in various athlet-
ic endeavors on a lesser but equally
as competetive plane as the inter-
collegiate level. La Salle affords an
opportunity through an efficient
system set up by Joe O'Donnell and
his staff.
i
— -
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Basketball
Despite the unavailability of Hayman Hall
the basketball team of the Evening Division
was in full tilt. A limited schedule was the
result of the lack of a home court but the
cagers still managed to win two out of
three contests they were able to play.
129
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special events
Open House
The annual Open House program is sponsored by the Student
Government Association and is the product of months of prepara-
tion conducted by the Open House Staff in cooperation with
participating campus organizations. It is designed to familiarize
the community with the people, programs, and organizations of La
Salle College that offer many opportunities in various academic
and cultural areas. It is the hope of the college that Open House
Day will portray La Salle as an institution (hat provides its
students with many outlets for productive activity and creativity.
The Open House Committee was confronted with the challenge
of producing a program that required much work and attention
given to many details. It was responsible for coordinating all the
activities that took place on Open House Day. The Committee
contained a nucleus of five people who operated and maintained
staffs of their own, dividing into four separate sub-committees. It
was the responsibility of the chairman of the Open House Com-
mittee to coordinate the work of the four sub-committees with the
efforts of all campus organizations that participated in the pro-
gram.
The Open House Committee was guided and assisted by the
Student Activities Office and the Public Relations offices main-
tained by the college. The success of a program of this kind
depends on gathering a group of people who will carry out their
duties responsibly. After this initial step has been taken, there are
few limits to the abilities of dedicated people to making Open
House Day a memorable experience for everyone who participates
in it. mmmcm
wdcome to the
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Kevin McKee
Kevin McKee is Irish and he'd like everyone to know it! In the
fall Kevin entertained residents with his bright rendition of Irish
folklore. Drawing from a vast storehouse of Gaelic history.
legend and music, he presented a delightful and amusing eve-
ning for his audience in St. George Lounge. He charmed all with
his wit and enthusiasm making it a most enjoyable night.
Also pictured here are candids of the first groups in the
Forest Green Concert. They succeeded in putting every-
one in the mood for the tremendous finale featuring
Forest Green.
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Convocation
On a Sunday afternoon in October, those
students who acheived a scholastic rating
placing them on the deans list were offi-
cially honored at the annual Convocation.
Amid the pomp of academic dress. Broth-
er Burke saluted these fine men and
women who distinguished themselves dur-
ing the year. In addition, honorary degrees
were also conferred upon Judge Genevieve
Blatt and Gordan Zahn for special accom-
plishments.
After the affair, parents of students were
invited to the ballroom for a Buffet to meet
the faculty and administration in a casual
atmosphere.
138
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James Rothwell. Celeste Mahoney. Ingrid Pinter Fribourg, St. Nicholas Cathedral
Fribourg, Rue De Morat, Cathedral and City Hal
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LaSalle in Europe
New worlds.
Old worlds.
A coming of age implies absorption of both.
To contain and nurture the growth of ideas we look to
man's world at large: its records, its spokesmen, its
present way of life.
The minds that have formed and now re-form cultures
comprehend man's nature. To acquaint ourselves with
this nature and with the varied environments to which
it has had to respond is a step closer to our humanity.
And it is through humanity and dealings with our
physical world that we grow to realize a coming of age.
LaSalle-in-Europe
University of Fribourg
1700 Fribourg
Switzerland
*^; ; :
French Alps near Grenoble
Maureen O'Donnell. Chuck Devlin, lames Rothwell, and Patsy Roche
Concert and Lecture Series
Among the many elements of La Salle College life is the
weekly Concert and Lecture Series headed by Jerry Johnson.
The main purposes of the series are to supplement general
education of the college and to provide broader cultural
experiences for the college community. The series allows
students to come into contact with important contemporary
figures.
Some notable figures who have appeared at La Salle in the
past are Julian Bond on politics, Alvin Toffler on education
in the future, New York Times drama critic Walter Kerr,
Senator Philip Hart on energy and the economy, and Senator
Frank Church on foreign policy. The Concerto Soloists of
Philadelphia and the Academic String Quartet of the Phila-
delphia have also made appearances.
The Fall 1973 schedule included appearances by John
Fields, Aden Specter. Senator Eugene McCarthy, Martin Mul-
len and Orien Reid in cooperation with the Black Student
Union.
The Spring 1974 schedule includes a return of Tom Cola on
Philadelphia politics, Janet Ketchum and Peter Segal in con-
cert, and Jessica Savitch on women in the media.
Another facet of the series is the presentation of speakers in
cooperation with campus groups. Women On Campus co-
sponsored the appearance of Betty Friedan, the Business
school's Lindback Executive Series co-sponsored John Bun-
ting, the President of First Pennsylvania Bank, and in Spring
1974, the poetry workshop co-sponsored the appearance of
Anne Sexton.
The Concert and Lecture Series deserves a vote of con-
fidence for its many achievements in spite of the drawbacks
the series faces.
Miirtin Mullen Gene McCarthy John Fields
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Senior Social Club
The Senior Social Club gave .1
Christmas Party last year for the
benefit of twenty-five youngsters
from the Lutheran Mission Home.
The children were invited by the
Student Congress and SAM to give
the unfortunate boys and girls an
opportunity to share in a bit of
Christmas cheer. The affair was
well attended and became a smash-
ing success thanks to the jolly per-
formance given by John Kirivan as
Santa Claus and the long hours of
preparation by the Student Con-
gress.
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Senior Social
The Senior Social, sponsored by the officers
of the class of '74 was an extremely well attend-
ed gathering. The dance was open to friends and
alumni, which helped in making it a night to
remember.
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seniors
150
Joseph E. Abbott Richard
J. Alexander
William C. Anderson
151
Rosemary
J. Angemi Susan A. Angulski
John C. Arlinghaus Jay J. Armstrong
Robert D. Ashmen Mary Agnes Atkinson
JOSEPH E. ABBOTT
108 Ulmer Ave., Oreland, Pa., US. Accounting,
Accounting Association, Beta Alpha, Intran
RICHARD JOSEPH ALEXANDER, [R.
718 Philadelphia Blvd.. Sea Girt, N.J.. BS.
Accounting, Accounting Association, Beta Alpha.
Class of 74 President, Residence Council Rep.
CAROLE ANN ALLEN
1119 Highland Ave-.. /.:. ha. Sociology,
Gamma Sigma Sigma
MICHAEL ANGELO AMADEJ
2594 Vine Rd., Vineland, N.J., BA, Biology
Intramurals, Phi Alph.i Bi ta
ROBERTO. AMEHMAN
1920 E. Firth St., Phila., Pa.. BS, Accounting,
Accounting Association. Beta Alpha
JOSEPH A MODE/
3557 N. 8th St.. Phila., Pa.. BS. Marketing
MICHAEL J. ACONE
423 Wyndom Ter., Holmes. Pa.. BS. Accounting,
Accounting Association
WILLIAM C. ANDERSON
1403 Easton Rd., Apt. #2. Koslyn, Pa.. BS,
Accounting
ROSEMARY JANET ANGEMI
1616 S. 28th St., Phila.. Pa.. BS. Accounting,
Accounting Association. Beta Alpha. Glee Club.
Treasurer 3, Secretary 4, Italian Club. Rifle Team
SITSANA. ANGULSKI
409 Briar Drive. Broomall. Pa.. BA, Sociology
/AMES A. ANTHONY
309 State St., Elmer. N.J.. BA, Biology. Sigma Phi
Lambda, Student Government Association
President, Swimming Manager, Residence Council
Rep., Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities
WALTER F. APTACY
545 Warfield Rd., Plainfield. N.J.. BA. Psychology,
Hockey Club. Explorer Photo Editor. Sigma Phi
Lambda
JOHN C. ARLINGHAUS
1702 Wagner St., Phila., Pa., BS. Accounting.
Accounting Association, Rifle Club
JAY J. ARMSTRONG
10003 West bourne St., Phila.. Pa.. BA Biology-
Chemistry, Intramurals, Open League Sports
ROBERT DAVJD ASHMEN
12 Nicholson Rd., Collingswood. N.J., BA, Sociology
MARYAGNES ATKINSON
209 Berkeley Rd., Glenside. Pa.. BA. Psychology
JOSEPH BAKER
521 Fisher Lane. Warminster. Pa.. BS. Accounting.
Delta Sigma Pi Treasurer. Track. Cross-Country
JOHN BAMBACH. JR.
333 Avon Rd., Springfield, Pa.. BA. Psychology
JAMES J. BANNON
2109 Oakmont St.. Phila.. Pa., BS. Finance. Finance
Organization
MICHAEL BARTH
75 Oakbrook Dr.. "L". Buffalo. N.Y., BA. Social
Work
John Bambach, Jr. James J. Bannon Michael Barth
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Jim Blair
Peter Wescott and
153
STEVEN/. BARUFF1
234 Lawrence St., Vineland, N.[„ BA. Biology,
Basketball
BRUCE E. BEANS
639 School House Lane, Warminster, Pa., BA.
English, Collegian Editor
MICHAEL JOSEPH BEAT/;
2500 Knights Rd., Apt. #10205. Cornwells Hgts.,
Pa., BS. Accounting
/AMES/. BEAVER
7609 Torresdale Ave., Phila.. Pa., BA, Economics.
Economic Association
FRANCIS X. BECHT, /R.
5717 E. Wister St., Apt. #C-2, BS, Accounting.
Veteran's Club
HARRY/. BECKER
9324 Crispin St.. Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
MARK L. BELAS
311 E. Roosevelt Blvd., Phila., Pa., BA, Psychology.
Karate Club. Psychology Club
LINDA J. BELISARI
105 Calvarese Lane, Wayne, Pa., BS, Accounting,
Accounting Association, Cheerleading, Glee Club.
Italian Club, Open House Committee
GEORGE B. BELLWOAR
909 Hamilton St., Glendora, N.J.. BA, Criminal
Justice, Newtonian Society. Rifle Team
MICHAEL R. BEREZOWSK1
619 Avondale Ave., Haddonfield, N.J.. BA, Criminal
Justice
JOSEPH P. BERRY
7243 Clinton Rd., Upper Darby, Pa.. BA. Political
Science
HELEN BEUGLESS
637 Arbor Rd.. Cheltenham, Pa., BS, Accounting
CATHERINE M. BILOTTI
1517 S. Juniper St.. Phila., Pa.. BA, Biology. Class of
1974 Secretary, Steering Committee College Union
Committees, Recording Secretary Open House
Committee, Phi Alpha Beta, Pledge Master
]AMIEANN BLACK
7311 Oak Lane Rd., Melrose Park. Pa., BS.
Marketing, Marketing Association
JIM BLAIR
714 Avondale Rd.. Erdheim, Pa.. BA, Psychology
THOMAS WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER BLASH
7810 Louise Lane, Wyndmoor. Pa., BA, Psychology,
Intramurals, Psy Chi. Tau Kappa Epsilon, News
Letter Editor
JOHN J. BLICKLEY. JR.
1573 Woodland Rd., Roslyn. Pa., BS. Accounting,
Accounting Association, Beta Alpha. Intramurals.
Phi Kappa Theta Treasurer
CHRISTINE MARIE BONANNI
2040 W. Clearfield St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA. Biology. Phi
Alpha Beta
ANTHONY ]. BONANNO
171 E. Roosevelt Blvd., Phila.. Pa.. BS. Accounting,
Band. Beta Alpha
JAMES J. BONNER
3621 Calumet St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA. Criminal Justice
James J. Bonner
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Mike Boyce
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THOMAS C, B01 II H
628 Boyei Rd, Cheiti nham P; 8A, German
ALEXANDER D. BOJ
1923 Hallowen Rd iwn, Pa., BA, Political
Science, Italian Club Po lociation,
St. Thomas Mure Law Socii
JOSEPH T. BOHGESE
2127 S. 19th St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting.
Accounting Association, Beta Alpha, President
Delta Sigm;j Pi
RENE /(. BOUCHARD
6300 N. 7th St., Phila., Pa., HA. Engl
MIKE BOYCE
310 Tally Dr.. Warminster, Pa., BA Psychology
JAMES BRADY
1912 Shunk St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA. English Education
JAMES/. BRANHIAN. JR.
32 E. Logan St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA English
NEAL H. BRAUNSTEIN
5033 Whitman Terr.. Pennsauken, N.J., BS.
Chemistry. Chymian Society
JOSEPH PATRICK BENNAN
30 Perennial Lane, Willingboro, N.J., BA. Religion
DAVID MICHAEL BROWN
6547 N. Mascher St.. Phila., Pa., BA. English.
Collegian Editor
EDWARD A. BROWNELL
509 Enfield Rd.. Oreland. Pa.. BA. Psychology
GERRIANNE T. BURKE
2724 Eldon Ave.. Drexel Hill. Pa.. BA. French.
Alpha Epsilon. French Club President, Pi Delta Phi
President. Residence Council Rep., Sex Committee
KATHRYN ROSEMARIE BURKE
100 W. Evergreen Ave., Phila.. Pa.. BA. English
JOHN F. CAMP
351 Broadway, Westville. N.J.. BA. Biology. Alpha
Epsilon Delta, Biology Department Board, Phi
Alpha Beta
ED CAMPANELLA
3246 Wellington St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS, Accounting.
Accounting Association, Beta Alpha
THOMAS JAMES CAMPBELL
103 Daffodil Lane. Levittown. Pa.. BA. Psychology
KEVIN L. CAMPION
4315 Baltimore Ave.. Phila.. Pa.. BA. German-
English
FRANK CAMPOPIANO
il7 Grove Place. Havertown. Pa.. BA. Criminal
Justice
JOSEPH F. CANATORO
2441 S. Rosewood St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA. English-
Education, St. Thomas More Law Society
DAVID PAUL CARBERRY
137 Manhasset Trail. Medford Lakes, NJ., BS.
Accounting. Advisory Board. Judicial Board.
Resident Assistant. Stage Crew
Frank Campopiano Joseph F. Canataro David P. Carberry
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Philip E. Cassid^ Ann Catalfamo Michael Cavalieri
Bruce Beans stays on the lookout for a
good newspaper story.
John J. Chambers, Jr. Thomas Christmann
! AT V: ",:.
Just a tough question
Emily M. Ciammetti Andrew M. Ciocco, Jr.
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William C. Clouthier Cecile Terese Coady Marguerite R. Coffey
JAMES E. CAHOANO
1075 Anna Street, Huntingdon Valley, Pa., BS,
Accounting, Sigma Phi Lambda
JOSEPH CARNEY
119 East St., Phila,, Pa., BS, Market
AMEDEO CARUS1
1417 Delmont Ave.. Havertown, Pa., BS, Industrial
Management
JOSEPH L. CASALE
2526 S. Ashford S„ Phila.. Pa.. HA. History
DANIEL JOSEPH CASEY
3412 Plumstead Ave.. Drexel Hill, Pa., BS.
Accounting
GARY CAS.SEL
1740 N. Braod St., Lansdale, Pa., BS, Industrial
Relations
PH/L/P E. CASS/DY
410 Vankirk St., Phila.. Pa., BS, Accounting,
Accounting Board. Accounting Association, Golf
Team Captain, T.K.E. Fraternity, Pledge Trainer
ANN CATALFAMO
35 Suburban Blvd., Delran, N.J., BA. English
MICHAEL CAVAL1ER1
607 Norristown Rd., Horsham. Pa.. BS, Marketing
JOHN j. CHAMBERS, ]R.
80 W. Marshall Rd., Lansdowne, Pa., BS, Marketing,
Marketing Association
THOMAS CHRJSTMANN
417 W. Raymond St., Phila.. Pa.. BS, Accounting
EMILY M. CIAMMETTI
27 Laurence PL, Plymouth Meeting. Pa., BA, History
ANDREW M. CIOCCO. JR.
703 Cricket Ave., Ardsley, Pa.. BS. Marketing,
Intramurals, Sigma Phi Lambda
DENNIS CLARK
4050 Conshohocken Ave., Phila., Pa., BA. Social
Studies
DONALD J. CLARK
934 Anderson Ae., Drexel Hill, Pa., BA. Sociology
and Psychology, Pi Sigma Epsilon, Student
Government
WILLIAM C. CLOUTHIER
3718 "M" St., Phila., Pa.. BA, English Education.
Intramurals
CECILE TERESE COADY
1638 Cricket Terrace, Jeffersonville, Pa., BA, Speech
and Drama, Masque, Orpheus. Residence Council.
Student Government
MARGUERITE R. COFFEY
110 Iron Master Rd.. Cherry Hill. N.J., BA, Political
Science and Education
GREGORY /AY COLEMAN
140 W. Commerce St., Bridgeton. N.J.. BA.
Psychology
MICHAEL COLIBRARO
108 Cedar Ave., Willow Grove, Pa.. BA French
Education. Education Society. Fencing Club. French
Club
HERBERT V. COLLEY. JR.
6330 Cherokee St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting.
Accounting Association, Black Student Union
Gregory Jay Coleman Michael Colibraro Herbert V. Colley, Jr.
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Tom
J.
Cossentino Joseph J. Costello
159
Robert Croskey Ceorge W. Crossley Kate Cucugliello
DENNIS |. COLLINS
235 W. Ashdale St., Phila., Pa.. HA. History.
I [istorical Society, Phi Alpha Theta
GERALD FRANCIS COLLINS
ziv.i S. Frazier St.. Phila., Pa., US. Accounting
FRANCIS CONNOR III
6519 Allmuri St., Phila., Pa., BS. Marketing
MAUREEN THERESA CONNOR
926 Cathedral Rd., Phila., Pa., BA. Criminal
MICHAEL F. CONNOR
522 Locust Ave.. Phila., Pa.. BA. Economics,
Student Economics Association
MARK J. CONNORS
3134 Windish St.. Phila., Pa.. BS. Accounting.
Accounting Association. Beta Alpha. Delta Sigma
Pi, Senior Vice President. Intramurals
THOMAS CONROV
7030 Rising Sun Ave.. Apt. 5, Phila.. Pa.. BS.
Accounting, Accounting Advisory Board, Inter-
Fraternity Council Representative, Intramurals,
Sigma Beta Kappa President
JOHN P. CONSID1NE
8 Oaktree Dr.. Levittown. Pa.. BS, Accounting.
Intramurals, Delta Sigma Pi Secretary. Residence
Council, Track Team
JOHN R. COOK
1011 Winchester St., Rockledge. Pa., BA, Earth
Science, Howitzer Newsletter, Italian Club.
President's Guard, Drill Team, Recondo Unit, Rifle
Team
CATHERINE THERESA CORBETT
419 S. 2nd St., Colwyn, Pa.. BA. English-Education
JAMES F. CORCORAN
201 E. Wishart St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS. Accounting.
Accounting Association, Delta Sigma Pi
CARL CORDEK
3801 Andrea Rd., Phila., Pa.. BS, Accounting
TOM J. COSSENT1NO
6869 Clover Lane, Upper Darby. Pa., BA, Earth
Science, Fencing Club. Karate Club
JOSEPHJ. COSTELLO
150 Elm Ave., Rockledge, Pa.. BA. History
FRANCIS P. COYLE
45 Suburban Lane, Upper Darby. Pa.. BA. English
DONALD J. CRAWFORD, JR.
508 E. Locust Ave., Phila.. Pa.. BS.
Management /Marketing
THOMAS M. CROKE
244 Roberts Ave., Glenside. Pa.. BA. Sociology.
Semper Fidelis Club, President and vice president
Sociology Club
ROBERT STEPHEN CROSKEY
1250 Stanwood St., Phila., Pa., BA. Mathematics
GEORGE W. CROSSLEY
753 E. Ontario St., Phila.. Pa.. BS, Accounting,
Accounting Association
KATE CUCUGLIELLO
5376 Wingohocking Terrace, Phila.. Pa.. BA. French
Education. La Salle Singers. The Masque
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Charles
J. Devine
161
Dominic D. Diascro, Jr. Louis A. DiCesari Ralph R. DiCicco
Dennis DiDomenico Vincent J. DiDonato, Jr. Thomas W. DeEnno
JOSEPH W. CUNNINGHAM
928 Princeton Ave, Phila., Pa., HA. Pn
Education
FRANCIS j. CUTTER
1921 B, Somerset St., Phila., Pa., BS
Economics Club, Veteran's Club, Pirn
Association
GARY RICHARD UAL CORSO
902 Fairmounl Ave., Trenton, N.J., DA, I,;.,
RONALD }. D'ANNUNZIO
232 W. nth Avr;.. Conshohocken, Pa., BS,
Accounting
RICHARD E. DARDIS
18 Edward Rd.. Hatboro, Pa., BA, Chemistry.
Chymian Society
MICHAEL JOSEPH DAVEY
2926 Reed St., Phila., Pa., BA. Economics
LINDA DAVNE
40 Friendly Lane, Levittown. Pa.. BA, Psychology,
Psychology Club. Judicial Board
CATHERINE DE CRESCENTE
1905 Palmino Dr.. Warrington. Pa.. BA, Chemistry.
Chymian Society, Alpha Epsilon Delta
JOSEPH R. DE PALANTJNO
7364 Claridge St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Industrial
Relations, Industrial Relations Commission
BLAISE A. DESANTO
6213 Harley Ave.. Phila., Pa„ BS. Marketing
CHARLES /. DEVINE
212 Addison Ave.. Westmont, N.J.. BA. English
DOMINIC D. DIASCRO. JR.
730 E. Phil-Ellena St., Phila.. Pa., BA, Biology
LOUIS A. Di CESSARI
5845 Lena St., Phila., Pa., BA, Social Work
RALPH RICHARD DI C1CCO
1326 S. 10th St., Phila.. Pa.. BA, Social Studies
Education, Phi Sigma Kappa
DENNIS DI DOMENICO
1367 N. 76th St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting. Track.
Cross Country
VINCENT JAMES DI DONATO. JR.
2703 S. 18th St. Phila., Pa.. BA, Psychology
THOMAS W. DI ENNO
1011 S. 10th St., Phila., Pa.. BS. Accounting. Beta
Alpha, Accounting Board
PETER DIFFLEY
112 Broadway. Bayonne, N.J.. BA, Political Science
LAWRENCE PETER DI FRANCO
1112 Jackson St., Phila.. Pa.. BA, Political Science.
St. Thomas More Society. Political Science
Association
NICK DI GRANZIO
23 Hillside Ave.. Westville, N.J., BS, Marketing. Pi
Sigma Epsilon Vice President. Marketing
Departmental Board. Marketing Association
Nick DiGranzio
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Veneration to the Past: Reminder of
the Present
James P. Dimatteo Gaetano Diodato Andrew E. DiPiero, Jr.
Edward
J. Dixon Patrick J. Doherty
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Thomas W. Domalesky John M. Donahue Timothy J. Dooley
___„_
—
Harry Dougherty Dennis M. Doyle James B.Doyle
MICHAEL ALBERT DJLLMAN
6142 Reach St., Phila., Pa., HA. English-Education
DENNIS M. DILLON
1639 Larch wood Dr Morristown Pa
CARLO JOHN Dl MARCO
415 Shunk St.. Phila., Pa., HA. Biology, Italian Club
IAMES P. Dl MATTEO
1006 E. Mt. Pleasant Ave.., Phila., Pa., US. Account-
ing, Accounting Association
GAETANO D/ODATO
4613 Meridian St., Phila., Pa., BA, Criminal |ustice
ANDREW E. Dl P1ERO. /R.
2125 S. Mole St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA. Political Science
St. Thomas More Society
ARCANGELO F. Dl ROCCO
335 Monroe Ave., North Hills, Pa.. BS, Marketing
FRANK X. Dl TARANTO
2554 E. Cambria St., Phila.. Pa.. BS. Industrial Rela-
tions, Italian Club, Special Events Commiltee
DEBRA DIXON
Second St., Pike Penns Park, Pa., BA. Sociology
EDWARD /. DIXON
10931 Kipling Lane. Phila., Pa.. BA. Economics.
Intramurals, Economics Club
PATRICK /. DOHERTY
117 W. Olney Ave., Phila., Pa.. BA. Criminal Justice
THOMAS W. DOMALESKY
7635 Burholme Ave.. Phila., Pa.. BS, Accounting.
Beta Alpha
JOHN MICHAEL DONAHUE
6531 Montour St.. Phila., Pa.. BA. English
TIMOTHY /. DOOLEY
2562 E. Allegheny Ave.. Phila.. Pa., BA. Sociology.
Pi Sigma Epsilon, WEXP Radio
HARRY DOUGHERTY
10 Hyacinth Rd.. Levittown. Pa.. BA, Education
DENNIS M. DOYLE
7415 Shisler St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA. English, Weber
Society
JAMES B. DOYLE
1108 Kenwyn St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS. Marketing
ROBERT B. DREBY
470 Pelham Rd, Cherry Hill, N.J., BS. Marketing
JOHN /. DUDEN III
3339 Rand St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting
RAYMOND DUFFY
1821 Oakmont St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS. Management
Robert B. Dreby John J. Duden III Raymond Duffy
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Lucille Fabris Joseph A. Faracchi
THOMAS FRANCIS DUGAN
206 Ardmore Ave, Phila., Pa., BA. Social Work
GERARD OI1NLAP
1912 Edge Hill Rd., Abington, Pa., DA. Bio
ROBERT/. DWYEH
2908 Fanshawe St.. Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting, Phi
Kappa Theta, Accounting Executive Hoard
CHARLES /. DYDO
2527 Brown St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting
FRANC/S T. DZJEDZIC
2615 E. Venango St., Phila., Pa.. BA. Mathema
Ice Hookey, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Vice-PresidenI
RICHARD JOHN EASTLAND
318 Valley Brook Rd., Ambler. Pa., BA. Hi
Tennis Team
J.
WILLIAM KFCAVITCH
4813 Windsor Ave., Phila., Pa.. BA. Chemistry. Chy-
mian Society
CHARLES P. ELL/OTT
5043 N. Fairhill St.. Phila., Pa.. BS. Accounting,
Delta Sigma Pi. Accounting Board
DAN/EL EDWARD ELLIS
1130 E. Woodlawn Ave., Phila., Pa., BA. Psy-
chology, Glee Club, Chess Club
KENNETH M/NG ENG
390 Gypsy Rd., King of Prussia. Pa.. BS, Marketing.
Howitzer. Grimoire, Rifle Team
STEPHEN E. ERTZ
723 Hilltop Dr., New Cumberland. Pa.. BS. Market-
ing
BRIAN S. ETTINGER
8312 Tabor Ave.. Phila.. Pa., BA. Political Science.
Italian Club, Jewish Club, Student Gov't.. Secre-
tary, St. Thomas More Society
FREDERICK EVERLY
4714 Vista St.. Phila., Pa.. BS, Marketing. In-
tramurals
ROBERT J. FABII
2523 S. 20th St.. Phila., Pa.. BA. Political Science.
Italian Club, St. Thomas More Society. Student
Gov't. Assistant
LUCILLE FABRIS
470 Kingsley St., Phila., Pa.. BA, Social Work. Gam-
ma Sigma Sigma
JOSEPH A. FARACCHIO
855 Locust Ave., Phila.. Pa., BA. Psychology
JOHN PATRICK FARLEY
6432 N. 20th St., Phila.. Pa.. BA, History, Howitzer
Editor
MARTIN W. FARRELL
302 Passmore St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS. Accounting, Veter-
an's Club, Accounting Association
FRANK ALEXANDER FARROW
1340 W. Colwyn St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA, English. Mas-
que
AVA LA VERNE FEASTER
1342 W. Colwyn St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA. Sociology.
Black Student Union Secretary
Martin W. Farrell Frank A. Farrow Ava L. Feaster
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I'd walk a mile. Rita E. Fitzgerald
Richard L. Feldman
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Barbara A. Ferrino Roger P. Ferris
Francis X. Fitzpatrick Michael L. Flagello
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Kevin Fogarty John C. Foresta John J. Foster, Jr.
THOMAS M. FEENEY
244-36 88th Ave., New York. N.Y., BS, Accounting,
Residence Council, Intra murals, Accounting Assoc.
RICHARD L PELDMAN
7 Guernsey Lane, E, Brunswick, N.J., BS. Account-
ing, Accounting Association
BARBARA ANN FERRJNO
7422 New Second St., Phila Pa., BA Psychology,
Special Education, Student lege
Union Committee, Student Development Com
mittee, Search Committee, Karate Club, Gamma
Sigma Sigma
ROGER P. FERRIS
96 South Port Woods Dr., Southport, Conn.. BA,
Economics
FRANCIS T. PERRY
75 Tall Pine Lane, Levittown. Pa., BA. Bioli
Varsity Track & Field. Residence Courx I
/AMES FRANC7.S PICO
27 Ave. B„ Bayonne, N.)., BA. Politii
JACK F/NNERTY
509 Turner Ave., Drexel Hill, Pa., BA, Psychology
ROBERT W. FISHER
242 W. Chelten Ave.. Phila., Pa., BA. History
STEVEN JAY FISHGOLD
6714 Leonard St., Phila., Pa.. BA, Political Science
DAN/ EL T. FITZGERALD
326 E. 8th Ave., N. Wildwood. N.J., BA. Sociology,
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Residence Council
RITA ELIZABETH FITZGERALD
310 Paxson Ave., Glenside. Pa., BA. Spanish-
French, Political Science Club
FRANCIS X. FITZPATRICK
3881 Fairdale Rd., Phila., Pa.. BS. Labor Relations
MICHAEL L. FLAGELLO
4102 "I" St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
MICHAEL DENNIS FLANAGAN
752 River Rd., Andalusia, Pa.. BA. Physics. Cross
Country Track, Residence Council, Judicial Board
JOHN J. FLANNERY. JR.
2519 DeKalb St.. Norristown. Pa.. BA. History. Sig-
ma Beta Kappa
WILLIAM J. FLEMMING
203 Wolf St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
EUGENE V. FLYNN
109 Hudson St.. Phillipsburg. N.J., BA. Political
Science, Political Science Departmental Board, Po-
litical Science Assoc, Explorer, Grimoire. Resi-
dence Council, Intramurals
KEVIN J. FLYNN
518 Folk St.. Easton. Pa., BA, Philosophy, Collegian
Editor-in-Chief. Student Gov't. Class Treasurer.
Residence Council, Philosophy Club
JOHN J. FOFF, JR.
1235 Meinel Rd., Huntingdon Valley, Pa.. BS, Ac-
counting, Tau Kappa Epsilon. Accounting Associ-
ation
KEVIN FOGARTY
326 Park Ave.. Naugatuck. Ct.. BS, Marketing.
Swimming Team
JOHN CARMINE FORESTA
114 Wildwood Ave.. E. Lansdowne, Pa.. BS. Mar-
keting
JOHN J. FOSTER. JR.
924 N. 63rd St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting
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Susan Patricia Fry Gerard V. Furey
Daniel Gallagher Dennis M. Gallagher Joan Hardiman Gallagher
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Michael James Gallagher
Andy Ciocco
Edward J. Gallen
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Mitchell B. Garshman Anthony Michael Garvin
STEPHEN /. FHANK
1610 Wookbrook Lane, Phila., Pa., HA. Mathemat-
ics, Newtonian Soi urer, K,ipp;i Mu Epsi-
lon, College I fnion I Ion
MARY FRAWLEY
360 N. Perm St., Hatboro, Pa., HA, English, Swim
Team
ANDRES' A. PREIT1
P.O. Box 1278. Santo Domingo, Dominican Repub-
lic, BS, Finance
DAN/EL G. FRICKER
4 Lawnton Rd., Willow Grove, Pa., BA.
Fencing Club, Grimoire, Poetry Workshop
SUSAN PATRICIA FRY
2013 South Redfield St., Phila., Pa.. BA. Biology
GERARD V. FUREY
3137 Hillcrest Rd., Bethel Park. Pa.. BA, English
Education, Masque. Advisory Board, Resident As-
sistant
JOSEPH FYDRYCH
2025 Sepviva St., PhiJa., Pa., BS. Marketing, Market-
ing Association
LEONARD E. GAJEWSK1
9515 Torresdale Ave., Phila., Pa.. BA. Biology. AJ-
pha EpsiJon Delta, Fencing Club
BRUCE /. GALA 77
1409 E. Johnson St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA. Economics.
Omicron Delta Epsilon. Student Economic Associ-
ation
DANIEL GALLAGHER
26 N. Ashmead PI.. Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
DENNIS M. GALLAGHER
9213 Lansford St.. Phila., Pa.. BA, History. History
Honors Fraternity
JOAN HARDIMAN GALLAGHER
328 S. High St., Moorestown, N.J., BA, English
MICHAEL JAMES GALLAGHER
670 Cypress Rd., Warminster. Pa.. BA. Biology. Phi
Alpha Beta, Biology Departmental Board
CARL J. GALLATIG
109 W. Gale St.. Phila., Pa.. BS, Management
EDWARD J. GALLEN
212 Carlton Dr., Broomall, Pa., BA. Pre-Law
THOMAS GANNON
9040 N. Fifth St.. Phila., Pa.. BA. Mathematics.
Newtonian Society. Kappa Mu Epsilon. Math Board
JACK GARRAHAN
254 Quincy Dr.. Levittown. Pa.. BS. Accounting.
Class of 1974 Secretary. Beta Alpha. Delta Sigma Pi
MITCHELL B. GARSHMAN
2036 Wisteria Lane. Lafayette Hill. Pa.. BA. Biology,
Phi Alpha Beta, Alpha Epsilon Delta. WEXP Radio
ANTHONY MICHAEL GARVIN
722 Edge Hill Rd., Ardsley. Pa., BS. Marketing,
American Marketing Association
L70
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The parking problem continues to grow at La Salle. More students drive cars and fewer
find parking spots.
Dennis
J.
Gilmore
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MIRIAM I'AIIIA GARY
T.vi Spruce Rd., Warminster, Pa., BA English-Edu-
cation
SIEGFRIED JACOB GAUSS
305 Hartel Ave, Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting, Soccer,
Captain, La Salle Singers, Intramurals, Acci
Association, Beta Alpha
HOWARD GERSHMAN
34 Traverse Dr., Norristown, Pa., BA, Ph
Philosophy Departmental Hoard, Student Academic
Affairs Committee
VICTOR A. GIARDINI
310 Butler Rd., Springfield. Pa., BA, Russi
cal Science
PAUL B. GIBSON
260 N. Windermere Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.. BA His-
tory, Intramurals
ROBERT GILL
7803 Revere St., Phila.. Pa.. BA. Sociology
ROGER GILLESPIE
2036 Williamsburg Place. Janesville. Wis., BA.
Chemistry
DENNIS j, G/LMORE
214 N. 64th Ave., Phila., Pa., BA, English
WILLIAM/. GLANZMANN
236 Barclay Circle, Cheltenham. Pa., BS. Marketing
VICTORIA ALICE GLE/M
669 Arbor Lane, Warminster, Pa., BA. Education
JAMES T. GLOWACKI
1424 Faunce St., Phila.. Pa.. BS, Industrial Manage-
ment, Phi Sigma Kappa
WILLIAM GOLDMAN
11608 Terrytown Dr., Reisterstown. Md., BA Psy-
chology
/AMES /. GONZALES
229 New Brooklyn Rd., Williamstown, N.J., BA
Economics-Sociology
JOSEPH R. GONZALES
119 Terrace Ave., Camden, N.J., BA, English
BRIAN /. GOODHART
257 Avenue A, Bayonne. N.J., BA, Political Science.
Political Science Assoc.
STANLEY F. GORA
2316 Oldgrove Rd., Linden, N.J.. BA, History
WILLIAM M. GRANATT
1307 Paper Mill Rd., Erdenheim. Pa.. BA. History.
College Union Committee, Jewish Student Union.
Law Society, Historical Society
ROBERT GRANT
9108 Springview Rd., Phila.. Pa.. BA. Biology. Phi
Alpha Beta
MARK STEPHEN GREGORY
210 E. Fairfax St., Falls Church, Va.. BA, History.
Phi Alpha Theta President. Resident Assistant.
Head Resident, History Departmental Board
FRANCIS GRIESSER
21 Barbara Dr.. Springfield, Pa., BS, Marketing.
Intramurals
Robert Grant Mark S. Gregory Francis Griessler
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IN THIS IflT
Dominic Guglielmi
Sandra Gullotti Maryann T. Gushue Donald C. Haak
f%
Edward Jay Haaz Charles T. Hackman Kenneth D. Hagerman
Rita Hagler Edward T. Halligan Charles Edward Harris
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JAMES MICHAEL GR/FPIN
1423 E. Cheltenham Ave, Phila., Pa., BS, Account-
ing, Delta Sigma Pi, Chairman, Marketing /
RICHARD R GROSS
1943 S. Beechwood St., Phila., Pa., BA. Criminal
Justice
PHILIP C. GRUBB
7 Valley Rd., Glen Mills, Pa., BA. Biology
BARBARA M. GRUM
5760 N. Fairhill St., Phila., Pa.. BA, Chemistry
DOM/NIC GUGLIEIMI
5926 Augusta St., Phila., Pa., BA, English
SANDRA GULLOTTI
2017 S. 23rd St., Phila., Pa., BA, History-Education,
Italian Club
MARYANN T. GUSHUE
11 Rotterdam West, Holland, Pa., BA, Biology, Al-
pha Epsilon Delta Secretary. Phi Alpha Beta, Fresh-
man Steering Committee
DONALD C. HAAK
5035 N. Fifth St., Phila., Pa., BA. German, Recondos
EDWARD JAY HAAZ
806 Burgess St.. Phila., Pa„ BA. Psychology
CHARLES T. HACKMAN
11 Haws Lane. Phila., Pa., BS, Business Manage-
ment, Karate Club Vice President
KENNETH D. HAGERMAN
149 Crafton Ave., Pitman, N.J., BS, Marketing. Phi
Kappa Theta, President
RITA HAGLER
510 W. Harvey St., Phila., Pa.. BA. Social Work
EDWARD T HALLIGAN
310 Cornwall St., Phila., Pa.. BA, Criminal Justice
CHARLES EDWARD HARRIS
5539 Morton St.. Phila.. Pa., BA. Political Science,
Student Activities Funding Board. Black Students'
Union President, Student Government. Political
Science Association
GERALD T HARRIS
2213 Reed St., Phila., Pa., BS, Management
PAMELA HARRIS
5725 Woodcrest Ave.. Phila., Pa„ BA. Sociology
BOB HARTPENCE
200 King Ave.. Collingswood. N.J., BA, Psychology.
Psychology Club, Math Club, Karate Club
MICHAEL HAVRILAK
11 Bridge St., Oreland, Pa.. BS, Accounting
PATRICIA A. HAYDT
131 Packer St., Sunbury, Pa.. BA. History. Masque.
Collegian, Explorer. Public Affairs Committee. Stu-
dent Government, Cimino Defense Committee.
Women's Advisory Board
MICHAEL HAYHOE
11200 Lockwood Drive. Apt. 316, Silver Springs.
Md.. BA, History
Michael Havrilak Patricia A. Haydt Michael Hayhoe
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Michele A. Heaton Christopher John Heck David Hecker
Charles D. Henderson Joseph J. Herb George R. Hernandez
Daniel Higgins Richard Himmer Jean M. Hirsekorn
Don Cassalaro
Walter C. Homan Peter Homel
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Richard W. Horner Joseph M. Huber John T. Hughes
m
MICHELE A. HEATO
315 Byberry Rd, Phila . Pa., HA, English, Explorer
CHRISTOPHER JOHN HV.CY.
2808 Magee Ave;.. Phila., fJ ;i . BS, I
DAVID HECKER
598 E. Geneva Sl„ Phila.. Pa., BA, Mathematics,
Math Club, Newtonian Society
CHARLES D. HENDERSON
3919 Baltimore Ave., Phila.. Pa., HS, Industrial Man-
agement
JOSEPH J. HERB
207 W. 64th Ave., Phila.. Pa., HA. Psychology, Gri-
moire
GEORGE R. HERNANDEZ
1110 Rising Sun Place. Phila., Pa., BA, Sociology
DAN/EL H/GG/NS
812 Medway Rd., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
RICHARD H1MMER
16 Johns Rd., Cheltenham, Pa., BA. Physics, New-
tonian Society Secretary
JEAN M. HIRSEKORN
1138 Vernon Rd., Phila., Pa., BA, Biology, College
Union Committees. Karate Club, Alpha Epsilon
Delta, Phi Alpha Beta, Student Gov't.
CHRISTINE A. HOFFNER
160 Ridgefield Rd., Newtown Square. Pa., BA, Eng-
- lish, Masque, Board of Governors
LAWRENCE HOLTZ
1227 Garfield Ave., Havertown. Pa.. BA, Religion,
Religion Departmental Board
WALTER C. HOMAN
4232 Malta St., Phila., Pa., BA, Earth Science, Ex-
plorer
PETER HOMEL
701 Mayer Ave.. Phila., Pa., BA. Psychology
RICHARD W. HORNER
1142 Devereaux Ave., Phila., Pa., BA. Sociology
JOSEPH M. HUBER
4849 "B" St.. Phila., Pa.. BS. Accounting. Beta Al-
pha
JOHN T HUGHES
5355 Belfield Ave.. Phila., Pa., BS, Business Man-
agement
KEVIN S. HUGHES
3400 Kirkwood Rd., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
ROBERT M. HUGHES
113 W. Chestnut Hill Ave., Phila.. Pa.. BA. Political
Science, Political Science Club. St. Thomas More
Society
JAMES F. IVERS, JR.
6237 N. 3rd St.. Phila., Pa.. BS, Marketing
SHERYL LINDA JABLON
6421 Akron St., Phila., Pa.. BA, Mathematics-Educa-
tion, Pier 19
FRANCIS JACOB
1043 Avenue B. Parkland. Pa.. BA. Spanish, Spanish
Club, Residence Council. Foreign Language Depart-
mental Board
James F. Ivers, Jr. Sheryl Linda Jablon Frances Jacob
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Dionisij M Karaman Robert S. Karpinski
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William Kellogg David J. Kelly James P. Kelly
JOHN JEFFERS
6828 Crittenden St., Phila., Pa., HA. History
JOSEPH A. JELEN, JR.
1017 Twisl Rd, Phila., Pa.. BA, Biology. Alpha
Epsilon Delta. Phi Alpha Beta, Masque, Intramurals
STEPHEN JENKINS
1235 McKinley St.. Phila., Pa.. BS. Accounting.
Hockey Club, Rifle Team
ROBERTO E. JIMENEZ
P.O. Box 514, Guayaquil. Ecuador, BA, Economics
MICHAEL W. JOHNSON
4960 State Rd., Drexel Hill, BA. Psychology. Cheer-
leader, Sigma Phi Lambda Vice-President
JAMES E. jOHSTON
1616 S. Marston St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA. Biology. Phi
Alpha Beta
ROBERT A /ONES
4134 Terrace S., Phila., Pa., BA, Political Science.
Cassion Club. Rifle Team. ROTC
DONNA ELIZABETH ]OOS
9 McCloskey Rd., Flourtown, Pa., BA. Sociology
THOMAS JOYCE
3326 F. St.. Phila.. Pa.
JOSEPH P. KAJN
3409 Brookview Rd.. Phila., Pa., BS. Industrial Man-
agement, Phi Kappa Theta Vice-President
' JAMES P. KANE
854 S. Front St., Phila., Pa.. BS, Finance. Finance
Association, Finance Department Board
BENEDICT E. KAPA
470 Shurs Lane, Phila., Pa., BA. Political Science,
Collegian. Political Science Association
DIONISI] M. KARAMAN
825 N. 21st St., Phila., Pa., BA. German Education,
German Club. Ukranian Club
ROBERT S. KARPINSKI
207 Abbeyview Ave., Willow Grove. Pa., BA, Politi-
cal Science Education
MICHAEL KAUFFMAN
3228 Chesterfield Rd., Phila., Pa., BS. Accounting,
Beta Alpha. Delta Sigma Phi, Accounting Associ-
ation
MICHELLE B. KEANE
970 Limekiln Pike, Maple Glen. Pa.. BS. Accounting.
Accounting Association Vice-President, Beta Alpha.
Basketball
KAREN M. KEENAN
213 Kingston House, Conshohocken, Pa.. BA,
English
WILLIAM KELLOGG
4339 O. St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting
DAVID J. KELLY
723 Bell Lane. Maple Glen. Pa.. BA. Economics
JAMES P. KELLY
911 Greenbriar Drive. Norristown. Pa.. BS. Account-
ing, Accounting Association. Italian Club. Class of
74 Vice-President. Intramurals
Mary Lynn Hennsler and company take time out between class.
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John F. Kelly Joseph M. Kelly
w
Michael F. Kelly
Lenny R. Kelpsh James P. Kennedy
William M. Kennedy, Jr. James John Kenny, Jr. Paul Keogh
Robert J. Keogh Karol Kerns Michael E. Kerper A brief respite.
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JOHN F. KELLY
5771 W. Rowland Place, Litteton, Colo., BA, Politi-
cal Science
/OSEPH M. KELLY
1426 Saint Vincent St.. Phila., Pa., HA, English, Phi
Sigma Kappa
MICHAEL F. KELLY
911 Greenbriar Dr., Norristown, Pa., US, Account-
ing, Italian Club. Senior Class Treasurer. Account-
ing Assoc.
WILLIAM E. KELLY
410 Fayette St., Cumberland, Mrl., BA, History Resi-
dence Council, Residence Hall Advisory Board.
Resident Assistant, Phi Alpha Theta. Sex Com-
mittee
LENNY R. KELPS//
18 North St., Weatherly, Pa., BA. Political Science,
Chymian Club, Residence Hall Advisor. Special
Events Committee, Basketball, Tennis
/AMES P. KENNEDY
1540 Black Rock Rd„ Swartmore, Pa., BA. English
W/LLJAM M. KENNEDY, JR.
48 Windmill Dr.. Holland, Pa.. English-Education,
Phi Sigma Kappa, English Department Board, We-
ber Society, Academic Affairs Committee. Semper
Fidelis, President
JAMES JOHN KENNY, /R.
411 Preston Lane Hatboro. Pa.. BS. Business Man-
agement
PAULKEOGH
143 Merion Ave., Narberth, Pa., BS, Management
ROBERT/. KEOGH
1104 Preston Rd., Flourtown. Pa., BS. Marketing
KAROL KERNS
4071 Noltingham Way. Trenton, N.f., BA. Psy-
chology
MICHAEL E. KERPER
2827 Guilford St., Phila., Pa., BA, Political Science,
Collegian, Political Science Association
]OHN B. KERRrGAN
309 W. Fisher Ave., Phila.. Pa. BS, Industrial Man-
agement
MICHAEL CLASEN KIEFER
Undercliff Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa., BA. English-Reli-
gion. Explorer Staff, Theatre Workshops
LEO P. K/NDON
3422 Ainslie St., Phila., Pa.. BA. English-Education.
St. Thomas More Law Society. Italian Club
/OSEPH KLAG
211 DeKalb St., Norristown. Pa. . BA. Psychology,
Sigma Phi Lambda
BRUCE GARY LKEIMAN
8402 Cobden Rd., Phila.. Pa.. BA, Psychology. Crew
GEORGE WINFIELD KLEJN
810 E. Thayer St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Marketing
CHARLOTTE A. KLODA
4009 No. 12th St., Phila.. Pa.. BS, Marketing, Mar-
keting Association. Secretary
George Winfield Klein Charlotte A. Kloda
A typical scene in the life of a commuter.
Kristine Ann Kubiak
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Howard L. Kulp
Theophil A. Kuriata Gregory R. Kyler
James E. Lamb
Christine Joanne Lanier
HALKOECHLEIN
R.D. 2. Far Hills, N.J., BA. Earth Science
LARRY KOFFER
8400 Michener Ave., Phila.. Pa., BA. Biology, Alpha
Epsilon Delta
MICHAEL N. KOLB
3016 Rebel Road, Lafayette Hill, Pa., BS, Marketing
ROBERT T. KOOB
995 Coronet Rd.. Warminster. Pa., BA. Biology, Phi
Alpha Beta, Pier 19
HANNAH F. KRAMER
514 Oak Lane, Apt. #2. Phila., Pa., BA. German.
German Club
BARBARA A. KRAMLIK
533 E. Bringhurst St., Phila . Pa., BA, Sociology
JOSEPH C. KRAYNAK
516 E. 6th St., Lansdale, Pa., BA, Biology, In-
tramurals. Judicial Board. Residence Council
KR/ST/NE ANN KUBIAK
600 E. Street Rd., D-208 Trevose. Pa.. BA. Political
Science. St. Thomas More Law Society
STANLEY J. KULAK
3516 E. Thompson St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS, Accounting,
Accounting Association
HOWARD L, KULP
215 Main St., East Greenville, Pa„ BS, Accounting
THEOPHIL A. KURIATA
56 Jarrett Ave., Rockledge. Pa.. BA. Mathematics,
Math Club, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Academic Affairs
Commission, Mathematics Department Board
GREGORY R. KYLER
50 Fairmount Ave., Lindenwald, N.J., BA, History
JOHN LAFFERTY
358 Dawson St.. Phila., Pa.. BA, Sociology
/AMES E. LAMB
7931 Williams Ave., Phila., Pa., BS, Marketing.
Track, Cross Country Manager. Concert Committee
STEPHEN B. LANDERS
505 Wheatsheaf Rd., Springfield, Pa.. BA. English,
Pi Sigma Epsilon, Secretary, President, I.F.C. Repre-
sentative
ROBERT H. LANE
5824 N. Fairhill St., Phila., Pa., BS. Business Ad-
minstration. Collegium Musicum, President
CHRISTINE JOANNE LANIER
900 Newportville Rd.. Croydon, Pa.. BA English
ANDREW D. LANNUTTI
225 Mill Grove Dr.. Audubon, Pa.. BA. Social Stud-
ies Education
NANCY LAPERGOLA
7211 Algard St., Phila.. Pa., BA, Speech-Drama Mas-
que. Alpha Psi Omega, La Salle Singers
MARGUERITE LA PORTA
47 Pearl Dr., Southampton. Pa.. BA, Philosophy
Andrew D. Lanutti Nancy Lapergola Marguerite LaPorta
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Charles G. Lare Lynne P. Lario
Rich Walsh
John P. Levanduski Edward Lewandowski Martin G. Lewis
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John Jones takes advantage of some spare time waiting for a ride
home,
Marcella Lillis Bernice Lindinger Susan R. Lloyd
CHARLES C. LARE
200 W. Forwance St., Norristown, Pa., BS, Account-
ing, Italian Club, Accounting Association
LYNNE P. IJKRIO
3003 Waldorf Ave., Camden, N.J., BA. !
Cheerleader
STEPHEN M/CHAEL LAUTENIMCI IEH
60 [onquil Lane, Levittown, Pa„ BS, Marketing
/AMES C. LAVIN
713 Swade Rd., Erdenheim, Pa„ BS, Marketing
TIMOTHY LAWLOR
19 Witpain Dr., Ambler, Pa., BA, Biology, Crew,
Intramurals. Residence Council, Resident Assistant
VINCENT JOHN LE COMPTE
1316 Van Kirk St.. Phila., Pa., BS. Marketing
/AMES /. LEDDY
5212 Westbrook Dr., Clifton Heights, Pa., BS, Mar-
keting
ROBERT LEEDOM
898 Crestline Dr., Blue Bell, Pa., BS. Personnel &
Labor Relations
LOUIS LEONE
3822 Plumstead Ave., Drexel Hill. Pa., BS, Account-
ing
ANGELO LEPORE
535 E. Main St., Norristown. Pa.. BS. Industrial
Management
FRANCINE DEIDRE LES
2638 Almond St., Phila., Pa.. BA. Psychology, Psi
Chi, Psychology Club
JOHN PAUL LEVANDUSKI
Perrineville. N.J., BA, Sociology, Transcendental
Meditation Society, President
EDWARD LEWANDOWSKI
2751 Quaint St., Secane, Pa., BA, Sociology
MARTIN G. LEWIS
3554 Oakmont St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
MARCELLA LILLIS
19 Division St., Closter, N.J., BA, Chemistry, Chy-
mian Society
BERNICE LINDINGER
8819 Hargrave St.. Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting, Drill
Team
SUSAN REGINA LLOYD
510 W. Harvey St., Phila., Pa., BA, French, Special
Education, Explorer Staff, French Department
Board, Student Rep., French Club
GREGORY LOMANNO
1916 S. Juniper St., Phila.. Pa., BA Italian
LOUIS A. LOMBARDO III
843 Tennis Ave., Ardsley, Pa.. BA, History-Educa-
tion, Cheerleader, Rifle Team, Sigma Phi Lambda,
Intramurals
VINCENT A. LONG
96 Conestoga Blvd.. Lancaster, Pa.. BA, Political
Science, CUC Inter-Fraternity Council, Pres. Phi
Sigma Kappa, Secretary Intramurals
Gregory Lammano Louis A. Lombardo III Vincent A. Lone
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William
J.
Lorman Robert P. Louie Francis J. McAllister
Edward McDonnell William Francis McDowell
John McCleary Kathleen McCullough Daniel Joseph McDevitt
27 -Sr_^
This low rent housing leaves a lot to be desired - -Rich Oiler
James G. McEntee Sheila McFadden
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Frank M. McGoldrick Thomas D. McGovern John McGuigan III
THOMAS H. LORANDEAU
4242 L Street, Phila., Pa.. HA Socii
Club, Project Relate, Sociological Society Presidenl
WILLIAM
J.
LORMAN
5019 N. 10th St., Phila., Pa.. ISA. Bifl
ROBERT P. LOUIE
6055 Castor Ave., Phila., Pa.. BS, Mai
FRANCIS \. MC ALLISTER
6723 Dorel Strec;l, Phila., Pa.. BS. Management
JOHN MC CLEAR Y
203 Dorset Ave., Croydon. Pa., BA, Mathematics,
Masque
KATHLEEN MC CULLOUGH
6345 Woodbine Ave.. Phila.. Pa., BA, Chemistry-
Education
DANIEL /. MC DEV/TT
12639 Dunks Ferry Rd., Phila.. Pa„ BS. Marketing-
Industrial Relations, Pi Sigma Epsilon, Marketing
Assoc.
EDWARD MC DONNEL
9024 Wesleyan Rd., Phila., Pa., BS, Marketing
WILLIAM F. MC DOWELL
6513 N. 5th St., Phila.. Pa., BA, History-Music
,
/AMES G. MC ENTEE
4900 Tibben St., Phila., Pa.. BA. Sociology
SHEILA MC FADDEN
5018 Keyser Street, Phila., Pa., BA. Sociology
THOMAS F. MC GEE
143 W. Essex Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.. BA. Elemen-
tary Education
MICHAEL T MC GINLEY
63 W. Logan Street, Phila.. Pa., BA. Social Work
JOHN P. MC GIRR
107 Erdenheim Road, Phila.. Pa.. BS. Marketing
FRANK M. MC GOLDR1CK
3729 Claredon Ave., Phila., Pa., BS. Industrial Man-
agement
THOMAS D. MC GOVERN
2932 Glenview Street, Phila.. Pa., BA. Economics.
Soccer Team, Students Economic Assoc. Econom-
ics Honor Society
]OHN MC GUIGAN III
3239 Princeton Ave.. Phila.. Pa.. BS, Industrial Rela-
tions, Italian Club
EUGENE MC HUGH
21 Latchstring Lane, Hatboro, Pa.. BA. English.
Crew-Captain
JAMES A. MC HUGH, JR.
2134 Wharton Rd., Glenside, Pa., BA Biology. Phi
Kappa Theta
HAROLD MC ILWAIN
330 Eastshire Court, Langhorne. Pa., BA. Criminal
Justice
Eugene McHugh James A. McHugh, Jr. Harold Mcllwain
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Michael McShane Joseph McVeigh
i
Matthew J. McVey
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Lou Lombardo sits out this hand of pinocle to take a look at a review
of Elton John's late September concert at the Spectrum.
Bob Drennen positions himself for a
catch.
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H. David Madonna Frank M. Madormo Thomas T. McGee
Joseph Majeski Francis J. Makovetz
JOHN j. MO KEOWN, JR.
3228 Cottman Ave., Phila., Pa.. BS, Accounting,
Rifle Team
PATRICIA A. MC KiNLEY
5432 Charles St., Phila., Pa., BA, English-Education,
La Salle Singers, Weber Society, Pi Delta Phi
GERARD
J.
MC LKNIGAN
4007 S. Warner Rd, Lafayette Hill, Pa., BA, English
DENISE E. MC MAHON
2710 Ivy Lane, North Hills, Pa.. BA. History
/AMES /. MC N/CHOL
2724 Unruh Ave., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
WILL/AM F. MC PEAK
14 Woodbridge Rd., Marlton, N.J., BA, Math-Educa-
tion
MICHAEL MC SHANE
336 Washington Terrace, Audobon, N.J., BA, Eng-
lish-Education. Draft Information Center
JOSEPH MC VEIGH
1325 Fillmore St., Phila., Pa., BA, German
MATTHEW/. MC VEY
2018 E. Wishart St., Phila., Pa., BA. Biology. Soccer
JOSEPH R. MAC FARLAND
246 W. Fisher Ave., Phila., Pa., BA, French-Educa-
tion, Pi Sigma Epsilon
JOSEPH P. MACK
1734 Vista St., Phila., Pa., BA, History
H. DAVID MADONNA
625 Bridle Rd., Glenside. Pa., BS, Finance, Golf
FRANK M. MADORMO
836 Gainsboro Rd., Drexel Hill. Pa., BS. Accounting
ROBERT C. MAGEE
238 W. Godfrey Ave., Phila., Pa., BS, Finance
EDWARD MAHER
7943 Conard St., Phila.. Pa., BS, Industrial Relations
JOSEPH MAJESKI
4316 Comly St., Phila., Pa., BA, History-Education
FRANCIS J. MAKOVETZ
617 Annsbury St., Phila., Pa., BA, Sociology. Educa-
tion Society, Sociology Society. Sociology Depart-
mental Board, Crew
WILLIAM MALKUS
10914 Carey Place. Phila., Pa., BA, History
STEPHEN J. MALPEZZI
18 Central Blvd.. Camp Hill, Pa., BA, Political Sci-
ence, Political Science Departmental Board
JOAN REEVE MANCINI
Bloomer Dr., Burlington. N.J.. BA. English
William Malkus Stephen J. Malpezzi Joan R. Mancini
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Angelo R. Marchese Diane Marco
Corinne Mardigian Robert B. Margevicius
Francis A. Marro Joseph A. Martell
Jerry Furey and Sally Harper
Anthony W. Martin James T. Martin, Jr.
Joseph Mastroddi John P. Mastroni Thomas
J.
Mathews
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Valerie M. Mazzocchi
Michael
J.
Medernach Kathleen Meehan
ANGELO R. MAHCHESE
8912 Fairfield St., Phila., Pa., BS, Management
DIANE MARCO
2043 Cross Rd., Glenside. Pa.. HA, Sociology
CORINNEMARDIGIAN
136 Boncouer Rd., Cheltenham, Pa., BS, Marketing,
Cheerleader, Marketing Assoc.
ROBERT B. MARGEVICIL/S
2697 Avondale Ave., Roslyn, Pa., BA, Political Sci-
ence, Political Science Club, Sigma Phi Lambda
FRANCIS A. MARRO
549 W. Abbotsford Ave., Phila., Pa.. BA, Biology,
Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta
JOSEPH A. MARTELL
5910 Erdrick St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting, Chess
Club, President, Chess Team, Captain
ANTHONY W. MARTIN
895 Old York Rd., Warminster, Pa., BS, Industrial
Management, Accounting Departmental Board,
Management Departmental Board. Veteran's Club
/AMES T. MARTIN /R.
2225 N. Trenton St., Arlington, Va., BA, Economics.
Inter-Fraternity Council, President, Student Eco-
nomics Assoc, Tau Kappa Epsilon. Intramurals
NEIL S. MARYMOR
1006 Church Rd., Oreland, Pa., BA, Biology, Alpha
Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta
JOSEPH MASTRODDI
1941 Ritner St., Phila., Pa.. BA. Bilogy. Phi Alpha
Beta
JOHN P. MATRONI
8140 Shawnee St., Phila., Pa., BA, English
THOMAS /. MATHEWS
3427 N. Lee St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting, In-
tramurals
CHARLES K. MAUER, JR.
9208 Chenoak Cr.. Baltimore. Md.. BA. Psychology.
Draft Counseling, Judicial Board, Explorer. Gri-
moire, Resident Advisor. Photography Workshop
JOAN MAYER
5131 Garfield Ave., Pennsauken. N.J.. BA. Psy-
chology, Explorer. Grimoire, Photography Work-
shop, Intramurals, Resident Advisor
VALARIE MARIA MAZZOCCHI
8087 Williams Ave., Phila., Pa.. BA, Psychology
MICHAEL J. MEDERNACH
22 Hilltop Rd., Levittown. Pa.. BA, History
KATHLEEN MEEHAN
7221 Ditman St.. Phila., Pa.. BA, Psychology, Resi-
dence Council, Basketball
ROBERT S. MEENAN
2911 Unruh Ave.. Phila., Pa., BA. Criminal Justice,
Veteran's Club
CARMELA MARIA MELSO
1127 Cross St., Phila., Pa.. BA, Elementary Educa-
tion
Robert S.Meenan Carmela M. Melso
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The College Union staff added a new
dimension to LaSalle's weekends with
Orpheus II.
Walter J. Molesk Joseph Molieri, Jr. Richard E. Montgomery
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William J. Mountney Thomas J. Mudrick Harold F. Muller, Jr.
Anthony Munafo Edward A . Murphy John F.Murphy, Jr.
JOHN MERCVM
717 Swade R.. Erdenheim, Pa., BS. Marketing
WILLIAM THOMAS MIKSITZ
2587 Calumet St., Phila., Pa.. BS, Industrial Rela-
tions
JOHN P. M1KURAK, JR.
329 S. 7th St., Darby, Pa.. BA, Criminal
Psychology, Sociological Society, Sociology Depart-
ment Board
LEONARD F. MILEWSK1
1346 Jackson St., Camden. N.J., BA. Biology. Phi
Sigma Kappa, Phi Alpha Beta, Alpha Epsilon Delta
RICHARD P. MITCHELL
204 W. Washington Ave., Clifton Heights, Pa.. BA.
French-Education. Phi Delta Phi
FRANCIS MOFFATT
47 Lafferty Dr.. Cherry Hill, N.).. BS, Marketing.
Basketball
WALTER JOSEPH MOLESKI
508 Levick St., Phila., Pa., BA, Political Science
/SOEPH MOLJERJ, JR.
818 W. Cobbs Creek Pkwy., Yeadon. Pa.. BA, His-
tory, Student Gov't.
RICHARD E. MONTGOMERY
1883 Keith Rd.. Abington, Pa.. BS, Marketing
.RAYMOND MONTONl
1216 Germantown Ave.. Phila.. Pa., BA, Social
Studies-Education, Phi Alpha Theta
JOHN A. MOORE, JR.
9239 Outlook Ave., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting In-
tramurals, Accounting Association
FRANCIS JOHN MORELL
4403 Aubrey Ave., Phila., Pa., BA, Sociology, Socio-
logical Society, President, Student Gov't.
WILLIAM JOSEPH MOUNTNEY
6112 N. Marshall St., Phila.. Pa., BA, History
THOMAS JOSEPH MUDRICK
1544 E. VanKirk St., Phila., Pa., BA, Pre-Law, In-
tramurals, Sigma Phi Lambda
HAROLD F. MULLER, JR.
311 Ridgeway St., Phila., Pa., BA, Political Science
ANTHONY MUNAFO
3345 Holme Ave., Phila.. Pa., BA. Spanish-Educa-
tion, Basketball, Golf
EDWARD A. MURPHY
3951 Edge Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa.. BA. Classics. Sigma
Phi Lambda, Inter Fraternity Council, Intramurals
JOHN F. MURPHY, JR.
5 S. Yarmouth Ave., Longport. N.J.. BA. History,
Historical Society, Phi Alpha Theta, Treasurer
PAUL J. MURPHY
904 Addingham Ave.. Drexel Hill. Pa.. BS. Market-
ing-Industrial Relations, Management Assoc.
RICHARD M. MURRAY
1914 Easton Ave.. Bethlehem. Pa., BA. English-Eco-
nomics, Tau Kappa Epsilon-President. Economic
Assoc, St. Thomas More Society. Judicial Board
Mark Smith Richard M. Murray
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oseph A . Niedzwiecki
Pamela E. Nocito Thomas J. Nolasco Robert M. Norcini
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John Norcini, Jr. Harry W. Nowak III Michael I. Nwaka
Thomas F. O'Connor Maureen P. O'Donnell Michael O'Donnell
JAMES T. MUTH
164 Roslyn Ave., Glenside, Pa., BS, Accounting.
Accounting Association, Beta Alpha Intramurals
JOHN E. NACE
5722 Vandike St., Phila., Pa., HA. Knglish. Collegian
/OSEPH M. NANFAHA
24 N. Georgia Ave., Atlantic; City, N.J.. US. Industri-
al Management, Sigma Beta Kappa, Inlramurals
LOUIS R. NARVAEZ, JR.
1542 N. 20th St., Phila., Pa., HA. Sociology, Black
Student Union
MICHAEL NASEV1CH
109 E. Tabor Rd., Phila., Pa„ BS, Marketing. Hockey
Club
RITA D. NE1BAUER
275 Forrest Ave., Elkins Park, Pa., BA. Sociology
HANS NELIBER
926 Lomond Lane, Phila., Pa„ BS. Accounting. BA.
German, German Club, Italian Club
BLAIR H. NEWKUMET, JR.
9325 Jackson St., Phila., Pa.. BA, Psychology
MICHAEL F. NEYLAN
150 Antietam Rd., Delran, N.J.. BS. Accounting.
Delta Sigma Phi
JOSEPH A. NIEDZWIECNI
4308 N. 6th St., Phila.. Pa.. BA. Biology. Alpha
Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta. Band
PAMELA ELLEN NOCJTO
6313 Farmer Lane, Flourtown. Pa., BA, Spanish-
Education, Education Society
THOMAS J. NOLASCO
1000 North Ave., Langhorne, Pa., BA. Physics, New-
tonian Society, Vice-President
JOHN NORCINI, JR.
2505 Rosemont Ave., Ardmore. Pa., BA, Psychology
ROBERT M. NORCINI
372 Yorkshire Rd., Rosemont, Pa.. BA, History. His-
tory Society. Phi Alpha Theta, Fencing Club
HARRY W NOWAK III
200 Montgomery Ave., Oreland, Pa., BS. Marketing,
American Marketing Association. Tau Kappa Epsi-
lon, Intramurals
MICHAEL I. NWAKA
1710 N. 55th St., Phila., Pa., BS, Finance
THOMAS F. OVONNOR
2132 Bridge St.. Phila., Pa., BA. Psychology
MAUREEN P. O'DONNELL
619 E. Woodlawn St., Phila., Pa.. BA. English
MICHAEL O'DONNELL
46 E. Thompson Ave.. Pleasantville, N.J., BA Psy-
chology. Sigma Beta Kappa
MARGARET N. OHL
Cedarbrook Hill III Wyncote, Pa.. BA. Psychology.
Psychology Club, Women on Campus
JAMES J. O'NEILL
4816 Wynwood Drive, Tampa. Fla.. BA. Biology.
Track Team
NICHOLAS W. PACITTI
363 Holmes Rd„ Homes, Pa., BA, Sociology
X ;X<>*
Pat Murray
Nicholas W. Pacitti
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The Art Studio
Margaret M. Payne
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GREG PAGE
2420 Stanwood Street, Phila., Pa.. BA, Criminal
Justice, College Union Committee
VINCENT PALAGRUTO
81 Orange Ave.. Ambler, Pa., BS, Accounting, Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Accounting Board
STEPHEN PALVSZK1EW1CZ
2215 Virginia Ave., Cornwells Hts., Pa., BA, Politi-
cal Science
PAUL F. PA RfiOTT
1512 Howell St., Phila., Pa., BS, Marketing
MARGARET M, PAYNE
8504 Kendrick Place. Phila.. BA, English, College
Union Committee, English Departmental Board
JOSEPH M. PERNO
585 E. Cheltenham Ave., Phila.. Pa., BA, Economics,
Karate Club, Economics Club
JOHN D. PETR/NO
213 Elmore A., Trenton, N.J., BS, Marketing, Base-
ball, Marketing Assoc.
/. R. PHANEUF, MAJOR, USMC
21 Biscayne Blvd., Woodbury. N.J., BS. Manage-
ment
DEN/SE E. PICCOLI
600 Catalina Court, Somerdale, N.J., BA. Sociology
THEODORE PIECH
5659 Loretto Ave.. Phila., Pa., BA, Psychology
GEORGE E. PIERCE
5708 N. 6th St., Phila., Pa., BA, History, St. Thomas
More Society, Historical Society, International
Club, Phi Alpha Theta
GRACE MARIE PISELLI
617 Sears St., Phila, Pa., BA, French-Education.
Education Society
RICHARD L. POHL1C
328 Moore Street. Darby, Pa., BA, English-
Education, Collegian
ROBERT POLASTRE
38 N. Third Street, Shamokin, Pa.. BA, Psychology,
Tau Kappa Epsilon
LEE A. POLISANO
248 Nevada Ave., Atlantic City, N.J.. BA. Psy-
chology, Sigma Beta Kappa
JOHN V. POMJL/O
1625 S. 17th St., Phila., Pa., BS. Accounting
J. MICHAEL POTTER
1301 Chelten Ave., Phila., Pa., BS, Industrial Rela-
tions-Marketing
JOHN F. POVILAITIS
708 Gobin Drive, Carlisle, Pa.. BA, Social Studies
Education, History Honor Society, Residence Hall
Advisory Board, Intramurals
JOHN J. PRENDERGAST
439 W. Ruscomb St., Phila.. Pa.. BS, Marketing,
Track Team, Marketing Departmental Board
ISADORE V. PRIKOCKIS
1481 Turk Rd., Warrington. Pa., BS. Finance
John F. Povilaitis John J. Prendergast Isadore V. Prikockis
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Joseph A. Rabson Linda D. Radu Sasan Rahmatian
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Joseph Rapscynski Robert P. Regan Bernard F. Reilly
Diane M. Reilly Teresa A. Rich William A. Richards
PATRICK P litNDIME
245 Hollywood Blvd., Steubenville, Ohio, BS. Ac-
counting, Accounting Association, Beta Alpha
ROAMN PfiOCYK
5219 N. Warnock St.. Phila., Pa., BA, Chemistry,
Recondo Unit, Ukranian Club
DEREK JOHN PROPAUS
1217 Hilldale Rd., Ball.. Md., HA, Religion, Student
Government, Student Academic Affairs Commiltec-
DEXTER j. PRUNER
238 Whitshire Rd., Upper Darby, Pa., BA. Sociology
MARK J. PUGLIESE
3942 L St., Phila., Pa., BS, Marketing, Marketing
Association
MARIA T. PUHY
36 F. Chestnut St.. Wilkesbarre, Pa., BA. Mathem-
tics-Education
CHRISTINE LYNN PYFFER
8713 Sagamore Rd., Phila., Pa., BA, English
MICHAEL PATRICK QUINLIN
907 Ulrich St., Pittsburgh. Pa., BA, English, Colle-
gian, Explorer, Grimoire
ANTHONY B. QUINN
3540 Kensington Ave., Phila., Pa., BS, Finance. Mar-
keting Association, St. Thomas More Society, Presi-
dent
KATHLEEN M. QUINN
285 Indian Creek Drive, Levittown. Pa., BA, His-
tory, Masque
JOSEPH A. RABSON
1133 Ashbourne Rd., Cheltenham, Pa., BA, Biology.
Alpha Epsilon Delta, Phi Alpha Beta
LINDA D. RADU
6057 Lawndale Ave., Phila., Pa.. BS, Marketing
SASAN RAHMATIAN
2101 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa., BA. Physics, New-
tonian Society, Philosophy Club
JOSEPH RAPSCZYNSKI
2343 Albert St., Phila., Pa„ BS. Marketing. Basket-
ball
ROBERT P. REGAN
562 Liberty Ave., Jersey City, N.J.. BS, Marketing
BERNARD F. REILLY
316 Abrams Mill Rd.. King of Prussia, Pa.. BS.
Industrial Relations, Veteran's Club
DIANE MARIE REILLY
72 Terrace Rd.. Levittown. Pa., BA. Social Studies
TERESA A. RICH
55 Old Knollwood Rd., White Plains, New York,
BA, Psychology, Basketball, Residence Council. In-
tramurals
WILLIAM A. RICHARDS
2506 S. 76th St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA, Chemistry. Chy-
mian Society President
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Doris A. Roden Elizabeth J. Rodini
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Mary Ellen Roken Palmira M. Roman Joanne Romiszewski Frank Marro
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Joann checks out another book-
store"special." James P. Rothwell, Jr.
Richard A. Rothwell, Jr. Stephen Rozak
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GEORGE W. RILEY
208 W. 1st St., Qearfield, Ph., BS, Accounting
PATRICK MICHAEL RILEY
707 Kirkwood Ave.. Phila., Pa.. BS, Industrial Man-
agement
SON/A E. RILEY
118 Decatur St., Cape May, N.J., BA, Spanish
DAN I EL A. R/ZZO
4036 N. 8th St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting, In-
tramurals
MICHAEL F. ROBERTS
25 St. Pauls Rd., Ardmore, Pa., BA. Psychology.
President, Class of 1974, Pier 19 Education Com-
mittee, Psi Chi, Education Week 1974, Work and
College Workshop, 1972
PATRICIA A. ROCHE
5316 N. Camac St., Phila., Pa., BA, French
DORIS A. RODEN
2380 Hillside Lane, Aston, Pa., BA, Spanish
ELIZABETH /. ROD/NI
5237 Springfield Rd., Clifton Heights. Pa.. BA
French, Explorer 1974, Design Editor, French Club.
Pi Delta Phi, Judicial Board, Honorary Degree Com-
mittee
JOHN M. ROGALSKI
119 Merion Ave.. Conshohocken, Pa., BS. Marketing
MARY ELLEN ROKEN
3338 Disston St., Phila., Pa., BA, History-Education,
Basketball
PALMIRA M. ROMAN
813 Wyndmoor Ave.. Phila., Pa., BA. Spanish-Ital-
ian-Education, Spanish Club, Italian Club
JOANNE ROM/SZEWSKI
300 Ashbourne Rd., EUans Park, Pa., BA. English
KAREN ANN ROSHKO
1445 Limekiln Pk.. Jarrettown, Pa.. BA, English
MICHAEL JEFFREY ROSNER
4242 Cottman Ave., Phila., Pa., BA, Biology, Alpha
Epsilon Delta, Explorer Staff
JAMES PETER ROTHWELL
7215 Boyer St., Phila., Pa., BA, Psychology. Dramat-
ics
RICHARD A. ROTHWELL. }R.
2214 Oakwyn Rd., Lafayette Hill, Pa., BA, Biology,
WEXP Radio, Phi Alpha Beta
STEPHEN ROZAK
999 N. Randolph St., Phila., Pa.. BA, Physics-Math-
ematics, Newtonian Society. President
DENNIS R. RUBISCH
101 Washington Ave.. Beverly. N.J., BS. Accounting,
Delta Sigma Pi. President, Beta Alpha. Vice-Presi-
dent, Accounting Assoc, Accounting Departmental
Board
JOAN ANNA RUCH
2952 Thunderhead Rd.. Rosly, Pa.. BA. Spanish.
Collegian, Spanish Club
Dennis R. Rubisch Joan A. Ruch
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Victor J. Ruffenach, III Robert Z. Rush
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Eugene
J.
Ryan Kathleen R. Rybas
Edmund P. Sabato Michael Sabo
Joseph S. Sabol
Pinball 101, part of LaSalle's expanding curriculum.
Patrice H. Saggiomo
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Edward N. Sague John Sakalsky
James J. Salamon Christopher D. Salerno
Charles F. Sanders, Jr. Br. Paul Sanders, FSC
Thomas
J. Sandner Rose A. Sands Edward J. Sankowski, Jr.
VICTOR /. RUFFENACH III
4900 Township Line, Drexel Hill, Pa., BA, Political
Science
ROBERT ZACHARY RUSH
611 Rose Lane, Bryn Mawr, Pa., BA, English-Educa-
tion, Collegian
EUGENE /. RYAN
5835 Henry Ave., Phila., Pa., BS, Marketing
KATHLEEN R. RYBAS
10820 Crestmont Ave., Phila., Pa.. BA, Political Sci-
ence
EDMUND P. SABATO
2743 Snyder Ave., Phila.. Pa., BA. Political Science.
Secretary, Class of 1973, President, Class of 1973,
Publications Board
MICHAEL SABO
Box 425 Pittstown, N.J., BA, Criminal Justice, Stu-
dent Gov't.
JOSEPH STEPHEN SABOL
1115 Orchid Rd., Warminster, Pa., BS, Marketing.
Soccer, Marketing Soccer, Marketing Departmental
Board, Marketing Assoc, Pi Sigma Epsilon
PATRICE HELEN SAGGIOMO
100 Glencoe Road, Upper Darby, Pa., BA, Spanish-
Education, Education Society
EDWARD N. SAGUE
3062 Kerper Rd., Lafayette Hill, Pa., BA, Chemistry,
Crew, Alpha Epsilon Delta. Chymian Society
JOHN SAKALSKY
3946 Howland St., Phila., Pa., BA, Psychology
JAMES J. SALAMON
2353 E. Hazzard St., Phila., Pa.. BS, Personnel Man-
agement
CHRISTOPHER D. SALERNO
923 Fillmore St., Phila., Pa., BA Criminal Justice
CHARLES F. SANDERS, JR.
1025 Tyler Ave., Darby, Pa., BA, Philosophy
BR. PAUL SANDERS, FSC
334 Gowen Ave., Phila., Pa., BA. English-Education
THOMAS J. SANDNER
236 Hyslip Ave., Westfield, N.J.. BS, Finance
ROSE A. SANDS
24 Park Ave., Oreland, Pa., BA. Sociology
EDWARD J. SANKOWSKI, JR.
2712 Haworth St., Phila., Pa.. BA. Biology
MICHAEL A. SANTANGELO
300 E. Fornance St.. Norristown, Pa., BS, Account-
ing
JOSEPH F. SAVAGE
2826 Almond St., Phila., Pa., BS. Marketing
MICHAEL V. SCALZO
715 Pecan Dr., Phila., Pa., BA. History, Crew. Ka-
rate Club
Michael A. Santangelo Joseph F. Savage Michael V. Scalzo
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Gary A. Schaefer Francis A.X. Schanne
Bernadette Galanti and Joe Urbanik
Julianne M. Schlachta John N. Schneider
Marie A. Shanahan Michael P. Sheehan Paul M. Sheldon
T- "
Robert P. Siefring Massimo Signoretta Mark G. Simpson
GARY A. SCHAEFER
3015 Hellerman St., Phila., Pa.. BS, Accounting
FRANCIS A. X. SCHANNE
R.D. #1, Winding Lane, Newtown. Pa., BA,
Chemistry, Chymian Society, Phi Alpha Beta, Crew
JULIANNE MARIE SCHLACHTA
2752 Fuller St., Phila., Pa., BA, Psychology
JOHN N, SCHNEIDER
4204 Claridge St., Phila., Pa., BS, Business Finance,
Pi Sigma Epsilon
SANDRA SCHURJG
1711 Arthur St., Phila., Pa., BA, English Education
WILLIAM JOHN SEACH
470 Macassar Dr., Pittsburgh. Pa., BA. Philosophy,
Gavel Society, Philosophy Club, Collegian
DOLORES M. SEEBURGER
5740 N. Marshall St., Phila., Pa., BS. Marketing-
Education
MICHAEL J. SEELEY
2542 S. Carlisle St., Phila., Pa.. BS, Accounting
MURRAY SELKOW
17 Buckshire Dr., Holland. Pa., BA, Psychology
OSCAR W. SHAMBOURGER, ]R.
7955 Bayard St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting, Ac-
counting Assoc, Veteran's Club
MARIE ANNE SHANAHAN
9227 Outlook Ave.. Phila., Pa., BA. Biology, Alpha
Epsilon Delta
MICHAEL P. SHEEHAN
822 Ford St., Bridgeport, Pa., BA, History, Resi-
dence Council Representative
PAUL MARK SHELDON
2925 Teesdale St., Phila., Pa., BS. Industrial Man-
agement
THOMAS SHERIDAN
1022 Grant Ave., Phila., Pa., BS. Industrial Manage-
ment
REGINA SHIELDS
220 E. Ashdale St., Phila.. Pa., BA, Social Studies-
Education
EILEEN M. SIDERIO
6654 Cottage S„ Phila., Pa., BA, History, Phi Alpha
Theta
KAREN J. SIDORICK
142 Cliveden Ave., Glenside, Pa., BA, Sociology
MARGARET MARY SIEDLECKI
237 Hopkins Ave., Haddonfield, N.J., BA. Criminal
Justice, Gamma Sigma Sigma President
ROBERT PHILIP SIEFRING
5719 Wister St. D-l. Phila., Pa.. BA. Biology
MASSIMO M. D. SIGNORETTA
3185 Highland Ave., Camden. N.J.. BA. Biology
MARK G. SIMPSON
11003 Kelvin St., Phila., Pa.. BS. Accounting. Soccer
1002 sheep, 1003 sheep
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John A. Skibo Francis E. Skrajewski
Albert M. Slotter, Jr.
Bruce A. Smith Dennis J. Smith
Gary D. Smoller Mark Sobel Saeed Soltani Maggie Atkinson
mmm
Richard T. Somershoe Jeffrey H. Sorkin Patricia Sowerbutts
Joseph A. Spano Ronald Spering Joseph M. Stagliano
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JOHN A. SKIBO
3100 Connecticut Ave., Washington. D.C., BA, Eng-
lish, Recondos, Rifle Team, Caisson Club, Phi Sig-
ma Kappa, Intramurals
FRANCIS E. SKBA/EWSKJ
164 Randall Ave., Trenton, N.|
ence
BA, Political Sci-
ALBERT M. S /.OTTER, ]R.
Box 451, Danboro, Pa., BS, Accounting-Finance,
Beta Alpha, Veteran's Club. Treasurer
STEPHEN E. SMELTZER
4608 Eden St., Phila.. Pa.. BS, Marketing
BRUCE A. SMITH
2223 Florey Lane, Apt. B-3, Rosly, Pa., BS. Manage-
ment
DENNIS j. SMITH
2810 Devereaux Ave.. Phila.. Pa., BA, Social Studies
DOANLD G. SMITH
41 S. Lakeside Dr., Medford. N.J.. BS, Marketing-
Public Relations, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Karate Club,
Residence Council, Inter Fraternity Council
JOHN JOSEPH SMITH III
305 Leaf Ave., Bellmawr, N.J., BA, History
KENNETH W. SMITH
Apt. 400C, Salen Harbour Apts., Andalusia, Pa., BS.
Industrial Management
MICHAEL J. SMITH
1 Copley Rd., Upper Darby, Pa.. BA, Spanish
GARY DAVID SMOLLER
260 Hazel Rd„ Pittsburgh, Pa.. BA, Physics. Student
Affairs Committee, Activities Funding Board
MARK SOBEL
1536 Devereaux Ave.. Phila., Pa., BA, History-Edu-
cation
SAEED SOLTAN/
1700 E. 56th St., Chicago. 111.. BA, Psychology, Psy-
chology Club
RICHARD T. SOMERSHOE
424 Inman Terrace, Willow Grove, Pa.. BS. Industri-
al Management
JEFFREY HOWARD SORKIN
13th & Lindley Ave.. A-410, Phila., Pa.. BA, Biology
PATRICIA SOWERBUTTS
20 Jewel Lane, Levittown, Pa., BA. Biology. Resi-
dence Council, Resident Assistant, Collegian, Min-
istry Advisory Council
JOSEPH A. SPANO
560 Vernon Rd., Springfield, Pa., BA, English
RONALD SPERING
1025 Bingham St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Management
JOSEPH MICHAEL STAGLIANO
2736 Axe Factory Rd.. Phila.. Pa., BS. Industrial
Management
CHARLES J. STAMM
1251 Fitzwatertown Rd., Roslyn, Pa.. BA. Education
ROBERT LEWIS STARR
206 High Point Lane. Bromall, Pa., BA, Criminal
Justice
Karen Matczak
206
Rob Stein
Kevin A. Sutcliffe
Marcy Lillis
Rick DiBello is tagged by Walt Aptacy
in a frat game.
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JOSEPH P. STEES
1520 Hillcroft Lane, York, Pa., BS. Marketing, Re-
condos, Caisson Club, Howitzer, Marketing Assoc,
Intramurals
ROBERT /. STEIN
230 Barclay Circle. Cheltenham. Pa., BA, Biology
ADA M. STEINMETZ
253 West Second St., Moorestown, N.J., BA. Ger-
man, German Club. Foreign Language Departmental
Board, Field Hockey. Basketball, Tennis. French
Club
HARRY R. STEJNMETZ
4247 Elsinore St., Phila., Pa., BA, Criminal fust ice
DONALD C. STFWART
2124 W. 4th St., Chester, Pa.. BA, Biology, Black
Student Union
WAYNE THOMAS STEWART
380 South Lenola Rd., Maple Shade, New Jersey,
BA, Bilogy, Draft Counselor, Karate Club
LAWRENCE /. STOELER, JR.
1011 Grant Ave., Phila., Pa., BA, Psychology, Tennis
SUSAN L. STORBECK
540 Brentwater Rd., Camp Hill, Pa.. BA, French
DAVID P. STOREY
7273 Leonard St., Phila.. Pa.. BS, Industrial Manage-
ment, Intramurals
EUGENE /. STUMPO. JR.
6966 Torresdale Ave., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting.
Phi Sigma Kappa
KEVIN A. SUTCLIFFE
5838 Magdalena Street, Phila.. Pa.. BS. Accounting.
Accounting Association
/. GEORGE SWEENEY
Sumneytown Pike, Mainland. Pa., BS, Accounting,
Soccer
MICHAEL A. SWEENEY
7078 Ardleigh St., Phila.. Pa.. BS. Industrial Man-
agement
MARY P. SWOYER
8101 Eastern Ave., Phila.. Pa., BA, Social Work,
Drill Team
DEZSO L. SZONNTAGH
6327 Fairfield Dr., Flourtown, Pa.. BA, English.
Crew, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Treasurer. Class 1973,
Collegian, WEXP
BARRY M. TARNEF
609 East Hilton St., Phila., Pa., BA, History
JOSEPH M. TAYLER
449 Woodland Ave.. Penndel. Pa.. BA. Criminal
Justice
WILLIAM H. TENNANT, JR.
14 Elridge Place, Willingboro, N.J., BA, Social Stud-
ies-Education, Pi Sigma Epsilon, Intramurals
LAWRENCE C. THOLEY
301 Hellerman St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS. Accounting. In-
tramurals
MICHAEL B. THOMPSON
5207 Forge Rd.. Perry Hall. Md.. BS. Quantitative
Analysis Crew. Karate Club. Management Board
William H. Tennant, ]r. Lawrence C. Tholey Michael R. Thompson
208
The precision of science is as definite
as black and white.
John E. Touchton John G. Travers James L. Turner
209
Edmund
J. Urban Denise J. Vadenais Michael J. Vaupel
Peter M. Villari Rolando R. Villegas Maria T. Vizoco
I
Daniel P. Walsh
Richard Walsh
Marguerite Coffey Joseph R. Walters
WILLIAM E. TIERNEY
402 Roberts Ave., Conshococken, Pa.. BS, Account-
ing, Accounting Board, Baseball
LOUIS J. T1ERNO
1324 S. 10th St., Phila., Pa., BS. Accounting
FRANK HENRY TOFINI, /.
3570 Grant Ave., Phila., Pa., BS, Finance
JOSEPH A. TOLAN
4931 Knox St., Phila., Pa.. BA, English
STEPHEN /. TOMCH/K
244 Higbee St., Phila., Pa., BA, History
BOHDAN A. TOTH
6525 Tulip St., Phila., Pa., BA, Psychology
JOHN E. TOUGHTON
204 E. 18th Ave., North Wildwood, N.J., BA. His-
tory, Recondos, Rifle Team, Karate Club. Tau Kap-
pa Epsilon
JOHN G. TRAVERS
1610 Sylvan Drive. Norristown, Pa., BS, Accounting,
Veteran's Club
JAMES L. TURNER
1422 Cosgrove St., Linwood, Pa.. BA, English. Phi
Kappa Theta, Caisson Club. President's Guard. Re-
condos, ROTC, Intramurals
EDMUND JOSEPH URBAN
431 Rhawn St.. Phila., Pa., BS, Industrial Relations
DENISE /. VADENAIS
105 Williams Lane, Feasterville, Pa.. BA. English
MICHAEL JOSEPH VAUPEL
831 E. Chelton Ave., Phila.. Pa., BA. Criminal Jus-
tice
PETER M. VILLARI
1179 Wright Drive, Huntington Valley, Pa., BA.
Political Science
ROLANDO R. VILLEGAS
19 S. Smith Ave., Penns Grove, N.J., BA Spanish-
Education, Tau Kappa Epsilon
MARIA TERESA VIZOCO
1723 S. 17th St., Phila., Pa., BA. Italian
GREGORY P. VOSBIKIAN
1045 Twin Silo Lane, Huntington Valley. Pa.. BA,
English
JEAN MARIE WALL
475 E. Pleasant St., Phila., Pa., BS, Industrial Rela-
tions, Industrial Relations Commission Manage-
ment Board
DANIEL PATRICK WALSH
8602 Bridle Rd.. Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
RICHARD WALSH
728 Phillips Rd., Warminster, Pa.. BS, Marketing.
Marketing Association
JOSEPH R. WALTERS
429 W. Durham St.. Phila., Pa., BA, History. Colle-
gian
210
Diane Bones decides to"take the money and run." Robert G. Wennemer Elizabeth A. Westfield
211
A special education project attempts to prove the unless you've
experienced blindness you can never fully understand the handicap.
Lyndanne M. Whalen Wayne }. Whiteley Le Roy J. Wiles
Gregory R. Wilson William M. Wilson III Andrea Windsor
DAM/AN H. WARD
53 Argyle Rd., Glen Rock, N.J., BA. Psychology. Tail
Kappa Epsilon
JOHN STEPHEN WARGO
6565 Library Rd, Library. Pa., BA, Economics. Drill
Team, Recondo. Intramurals
ALBIN WARTH
5505 N. Charles St., Balti., Maryland, BA, Math-
ematics
JOSEPH J. WASKO
Meeting House Lane. Saosburyville, Pa.. Political
Science
BARRY E. WATSON
2912 Olga Ave., Cornwell Heights, Pa., BA, Political
Science, Political Science Association, St. Thomas
More Law Society
ED WEiNTRAUT
21 Saddle Lane, Cherry Hill. N.J., BA, German,
German Club
PETER A. WE/SMULLER
4922 Knox St., Phila.. Pa., BA, English
MICHAEL BARRY WEJSS
7516 Vernon Rd., Phila.. Pa., BA. Biology. Alpha
Epsilon Delta. Phi Alpha Beta
MAGDALENA WEISZ
4650 N. 13th St.. Phila., Pa.. BA, Spanish. Club
Cervants, Internation Club
HELEN WELSH
1404 Birchwood Ave.. Roslyn, Pa., BA, Chemistry
JOHN J. WELSH
2318 Kenilworth Rd., Ardmore. Pa.. BA, Social Sci-
ence-Education
ROBERT G. WENNEMER
422 St. Louis Ave., Egg Harbor, N.J., BS. Account-
ing, Delta Sigma Phi, Intramurals
ELIZABETH A. WESTFIELD
216 Glendalough Rd., Erdenheim. Pa., BA, Sociolo-
gy
LYNDANNE M. WHALEN
1944 S. 57th St., Phila., Pa.. BA. Chemistry, Chy-
mian Society
WAYNE J. WHITELEY
8055 Terry St., Phila., Pa., BS, Marketing, Veteran's
Club
LE ROY JOHN WILES
3228 W. Norris St., Phila., Pa„ BA. English. Black
Student Union
YVONNE WILLIAMS
59 E. Durham St., Phila., Pa.. BA. English-Education
CAROL LEE WILLIAMSON
3237 Merchantville Ave.. Pennsauken. N.J.. BA, Eng-
lish Education
ANN M. WILSBACH
5303 N. 13th St., Phila.. Pa.. BA. English, English
Departmental Board, Chestnut Hill-LaSlle Orches-
tra, Weber Society
GREGORY R. WILSON
7814 Fayette St., Phila., Pa., BA. Biology. Phi Alpha
Beta
WILLIAM M. WILSON III
1229 Harrison St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Finance
ANDREA WINDSOR
2929 Unruh Ave., Phila., Pa.. BA, History. Phi Al-
pha Theta
212
Richard J. Witoslawski Gregory Wunsch
Philip Joseph Yost Kevin P. Youn,
John A. Zagorski James J. Zebrowski
The Explorer in progress . . . Kathy McGrath and Bob Liedke.
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Vincent D. Zeller Roselee Maoldatoni Br. Phillip Schweda, OFM
RICHARD j. WITOSLAWSi
206 Highland Ave., Lansdale, Pa., BA, Psychology,
Phi Sigma Kappa
GREGORY WUNSCH
6326 Eastwood St., Phila., Pa., BS, Marketing
PHILJP JOSEPH YOST
2004 Tomlinson Rd., Phila., Pa., BA, Sociology
KEVIN P. YOUNG
6012 Augusta St., Phila., Pa., BA, Economics, In-
tramurals
JOHN A. ZAGORSK!
4517 Miller St., Phila., Pa.. BA, History
JAMES J. ZEBROWSKI
3155 Belgrade St., Phila., Pa.. BS, Marketing, Mar-
keting Club
VINCENT D. ZELLER
522 Merler Rd., Merion Station, Pa., BS, Finance,
Sigma Beta Kappa
ROSELEE MAOLDATONI
6100 No. 10th St., Phila., Pa„ BA, English
BR. PHILLIP SCHWEDA, OFM
1290 Hornberger Ave., Roebling, N.J., BA. Social
Studies-Education

At times days melt into days for
sheer lack of time and sleep . . .
and I wonder where to find the strength.
At times I feel my goals are way
beyond my grasp and worse than that,
at times 1 just don't care.
But it seems that when I finally
reach despair
I remember why I chose this path
and why it means so much
to finish . . .
and J find the strength.
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Charles M. Beugless Richard B. Bevilacqua
William J. Blessing Edward Blusiewicz Jr. Anthony T. Bono
217
Donald F. Ackerman
2881 Rossifer Ave., Roslyn, Pa.. BA. Electronic
Physics
Alfred Joseph Amalo
3531 Chalfont Dr., Phila.. Pa., BS, Accounting
Elizabeth R. Anderson
3506 N, Sydenham St., Phila., Pa., Certificate of
Proficiency, Business Administration
Alexander August yn
929 Center St., Forked River, N.J.. BS. Accounting.
Accounting Association
Charles Bailey
186 Canterbury Rd., Mt. Laurel. N.J., BA.
Mathematics, Alpha Sigma Lambda
Donald C. Balch
767 Perm Ave., Ardsley, Pa., BA, Economics
Edward C. Bales
873 N. Judson St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS, Industrial
Relations, Student Congress
Richard J. Barndt
Old Church Rd., North Wales, Pa., BS, Accounting
Thomas Bartol
2746 Fuller St., Phila., Pa., BS. Finance
Clifford R. Batezel
233 Monmouth St., Gloucester, N.J., BA, Psychology
Valentin Bernert
2537 Bowman Ave., Cornwell Heights, Pa.. BA.
History
Charles M. Beugless
8201 Halstead St., Phila., Pa., BS, Marketing
Richard B. Bevilacqua
89 Worrell Dr., Springfield, Pa.. BS, Management
Treasurer, Alpha Sigma Lambda
William
J.
Blessing
323 Forest Ave., Willow Grove, Pa., BS, Operations
Management
Edward Blusiewicz Jr.
1803 Edgely Ave., Levittown, Pa., BA. Chemistry
Anthony T. Bono
217 E. Perm St., Norristown, Pa., BS. Marketing
Russell Earle Botson
149 Hughes Ave., Sellersville, Pa., BA, Mathematics
Joseph J. Brady
6204 Mershon St., Phila., Pa., BS, Management
Robert William Braubitz
851 Brill St., Phila.. Pa. BS, Accounting
James D. Brett
200 Karen Circle, Glenolden, Pa.. BS. Business
Administration
Loretta Brint
8833 Brocklehurst St., Phila., Pa.. BA. Humanities
John C. Brower III
3030 Secane Place, Phila.. Pa.. BS, Marketing
ohn C. Brower III
218
Charles
J.
Cabrey Jr. James P. Campbell Jr.
219
Lynda W. Brown
144 Barrington Rd., Upper Darby. Pa.. BA,
Psychology
Paul Buck |r
7948 Ridgeway St., Phila.. Pa., BS Management
Joseph R. Budetta
1052 Standish Dr., Turnersville, N.J., BA.
Mathematics
Robert F. Burke
15 Goldengate Rd., Levittown, Pa., BA, Electn
Physios
Charles
J.
Cabrey )r
10042 Ferndak St., Phila., Pa„ BS. Finance
|ames P. Campbell Jr
154 Woodbine Rd., Havertown. V a >' ing
David Carickhoff
7205 Charles St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting,
Accounting Association
Michael Carnes
612 Winding Rd., Hatboro, Pa., BS, Business
Peter A. Carpey
1128 70th St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting. Alpha
Sigma Lambda. Accounting Association. Cross
Keys, Presidents Council, Student Congress
Eugene G. Cattie
4225 Tyson Ave., Phila., Pa., BS, Marketing
Jerry Chalfin
1819 Benson St., Phila., Pa., BS. Business
Administration
Carleene Chiaradio
4741 Hartel Ave., Phila., Pa., BA. English Education
Joseph S. Chinnici
612 Pennbrook Ave., Lansdale, Pa.. BS. Operations
Management
John J. Close Jr
330 Wolf St.. Phila., Pa., BS, Marketing
Debra Anne Cofer
7017 Matthias St., Phila.. Pa., BA, English
Helen M. Cofer
7017 Matthias St., Phila., Pa.. BA, English
George M. Cohen
225 Erica St., Phila., Pa., BS. Accounting. Alpha
Epsilon, Alpha Sigma Lambda, Accounting
Association, Presidents Council, Student Congress.
Who's Who '74
Lester H. Cohen
1243 Kerper St.. Phila., Pa., BA. Electronic Physics.
IEEE
Thomas S. Colajezzi
3702 Pheasant Dr.. Phila.. Pa., Certificate of
Proficiency, Accounting
Raymond Thomas Conarty
7173 Willgoos Ave., Pennsauken. X.J
Marketing President. Marketing Association
BS.
Thomas S. Colajezzi Raymond T. Conarty Edward S. Conway
Edward Stephen Conway Sr
110 Redford Rd., Oreland. Pa., BS. Industrial
Management. Student Congress
Christopher A. Daily
221
John fames Cosgrove
40 Candytuft Rd.. Levittown, Pa., BS. Electronic
Physics
Charles Crawford
Rutler Pk. + Stout Rd., Ambler, Pa., HA, History
Stephen W. Crognale
lOVLockarl Plaza, Phila., Pa., 13S. Marketing
William Cullen
6546 Dorel St., Phila., Pa.. BS, Business
Administration, Student Congress
John D. Custer |r
7110 Walker St.. Phila,, Pa., US, Accounting,
Accounting Association, Student Congress
William
J.
Cute
4731 Silverwood St., Phila., Pa., BS. Business
Administration, Society for the Advancement of
Management
C. T. Czerpak
564 Acorn St., Phila., Pa„ BS. Marketing
Christopher A. Daily
10658 Lockhart Rd., Phila.. Pa., BA, Psychology
Thomas P. D'Aprile
1349 Elson Rd., Brookhaven, Pa., BS, Accounting,
Student Government
Richard B. Davis
11 Oaken Lane, Trenton, N.|.. BA, Electronic
Physics
Richard John Deakyne
923 Wesley Ave., Huntington Valley. Pa.. BA.
Electronic Physics
Joseph E. Dees
1430 S. Marston St., Phila., Pa., BS. Business
Administration, Student Congress
Edward J. DePiero
439 Foulke Ave., Ambler, Pa.. BS. Operations
Management
Thomas F. Devlin Jr
944 Station Ave.. Cornwell Heights. Pa., BA.
Mathematics
Frank E. DeVoll
74 Inland Rd., Ivyland, Pa., BS. Management
Walter E. Dietz
PO Box 121, Ledenach, Pa.. BS. Marketing
Anthony Di Mario
308 Main St., Riverton, N.J.
William J. Dinda
12219 Medford Rd.. Phila.. Pa.. BS, Business
Anthony P. Di Silvestro
2705 Island Ave.. Phila., Pa.. BS. Business
Alexander F. Domeracki
236 Miner St., Malvern. Pa.. BS. Marketing
William [. Dinda Anthony P. DiSilvestro Alexander F. Domeracki
222
Robert Fanelle
Margarel Mary Donnelly
428 E. Mentor St., "hila., Pa., BS, Business
Administration, Alph;i Sigm;
Class of 1974
Thomas J. Dorsam
28 Brookdale Dr., Doylestown, Pa.. BS. Electronic
Physics
Neil |. Dougherty
300 W. Sparks St., Phila., Pa.. BS, Business,
Accounting Association. S.A.M., Student Congress
[uanita Helen Douglass
6327 N. 21st St., Phila., Pa., BA, English Education
Diane M. Doyle
1083 Harbour Dr.. Palmyra. N.J.. Ba, Psychology
Paul G. Driscoll
571 S. 4th St.. Colwyn, Pa.. BS. Accounting
Stephen Durdock
13512 Bustleton Ave., Phila.. Pa., BS, Accounting-
Finance
Richard A. Durso
11769 DeMarco Dr., Phila., Pa.. BS, Accounting
Robert Dzumaga
3810 Brookview Rd.. Phila., Pa.. BS. Business
Elizabeth J. Egan
3126 Tyson Ave.. Phila., Pa.. BA. Psychology
Donna L. Ertel
304 Florence Ave.. Jenkintown. Pa.. BS, Marketing.
Hockey Team, Softball
John George Esposito
862 Central Ave., Southampton, Pa.
Management
BS.
Paul J. Foley
6090 Drexel Rd., Phila., Pa., BS. Operations
Management, President, Marketing Association.
Explorer, Chairperson, Presidents Council. Student
Congress
Frank J. Flammer
731 E. Phil-Ellena St., Phila.. Pa.. BA. English.
Evening Collegian
Robert Fanelle
28 Lindley Rd., Churchville, Pa.. BS. Accounting
Donald C. Foster
103 W. Oak Lane.
Accounting
Moorestown. N.J.. BS.
Daniel T. Fox
747 Gorman St., Phila., Pa.. BS, Industrial Relations
Michael W. Franks
414 Stratford Ave., Westmont. N.J.. BS. Marketing-
Management
William Friel Jr
3024 Glenview St.. Phila.. Pa., BS. Finance
James Fry
823 Unruh Ave., Phila.. Pa.
James Fry
224
Linda Gelles [oseph C. Gentile
Francis J. Gutekunst Fred ]. Hagen
William H. Haig Jr
225
Edmund J. Furphy
27 Hill Dr., Pine Hill.-N.J., BS. Business
John S. Gasior Jr
9036 Ashton Rcl,, Phi la., Pa., BS. Man
Society for the Advancement of Management
Linda Gelles
2134 Princeton Ave., Phila., Pa.. BA. Mathematics,
Alpha Sigma Lambda
Joseph C. Gentile
7719 Olympus PL. Phila., Pa., BS, Electronic Physics
Raymond F. George
2341 Duncan St., Phila.. Pa., BS, Business
Robert Gervasoni
38 Valley Dr., Furlong, Pa.. BS. Management
Neil A. Gibbons
1291 Old York Rd., Hartsville. Pa„ BS, Management
Edward Goldhahn
430 Prince Frederic St., King of Prussia, Pa.. BS.
Accounting
Joseph A. Gottwald Sr
2402 E. York St., Phila., Pa.
Edward Grant Jr
1485 Miranda Lane, Warminster. Pa.. BS.
Operations Management, Alpha Sigma Lambda
Francis James Gutekunst
108 Sourwood Dr., Hatboro, Pa., BS, Marketing
Fred J. Hagen
4436 Vista St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
William H. Haig Jr
327 Erie Dr., Lansdale. Pa.. BS. Business
Administration-Operations Management
Michael Haley
1565 Edgewood Ave., Roslyn, Pa., BA. Mathematics
William Harm
1535 Arline Ave., Roslyn. Pa.. BA. Chemistry
John M. Hanson
1004 Loney St., Phila.. Pa.. BS. Accounting,
Accounting Association, Student Council
Michael J. Hariman
315 Waverly Rd.. Southampton. Pa.. BS.
Management
William F. Helkowski
11 Crystal Place, Levittown, Pa.. B
Thomas P. Heller Sr.
3679 N. Hereford Lane. Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting
Jerome Hines
1622 E. Barringer St., Phila.. Pa.. BA, Sociology
Warren W. Hoffman III
769 Spruce St.. Pottstown. Pa.. BS. Marketing,
Marketing Association. Student Congress
Thomas P. Heller Warren W. Hoffman III
226
Terence P. Kelly John P. Kirwan
tmann
712 Patterson Ave, Willnw Grove, Pa., BA.
Chemistry
Teresa C. I looten
4000 J St., Philfj.. Pa.
William S. Hough |r
4212 Whiling Krl . Phila.. Pa., BS. Industrial
Management, Marketing Association, S.A.M.
George H. I lughes
4223 Griscom St.. Phila., Pa., lis, Operations
Management
)ohn Hughes
430 Magee St.. Phila., Pa.. BS, Accounting
George M. )azich
716 Blossom Rcl., Warminster. Pa., BS. Operations
Management
Peter P. Jellen
925 E. Prospect Park Ave., North Wales, Pa.. BS.
Management
Charles M. Johannesson
9805 Hardy Rd., Phila., Pa.. BS, Accounting
Emil |. Kannengieszer
1217 Boone Ave., Roslyn, Pa.. BS. Accounting
Thomas M. Keane
781 Edgehill Rd.. Glenside. Pa., BS. Industrial,
Management-Marketing, Student Congress
Robert
J. Kefer
118 Ladomus Ave.. Ridley Park. Pa., BA.
Psychology
Dennis M. Kelleher
6603 Tabor Ave., Phila.. Pa.. BS. Accounting
Terence Peter Kelly
475 Arbor Rd., Cinnaminson. N.J.. BS. Marketing
John Patrick Kirwan
3054 Unrush St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS. Marketing, Vice-
President, Class of '74, Marketing Association
Michael (. Knezic
6520 Walnut Park Dr.. Phila., Pa.. BS, Accounting
David Krutsch
400 E. Street Rd., Feasterville. Pa.. BA. Chemistry
William Krystopowicz
1852 Berwyn St., Phila.. Pa.
Albert T. Kuhn
11743 Colman Rd.. Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting
H. Gordon Kunzman
61 Christopher Dr., Holland. Pa.. BA. Electronic
Physics
Charles R. Latshaw
258 Newtown Rd.. Warminster. Pa.. BA. Chemistry
Albert T. Kuhn H. Gordon Kunzman Charles R. Latshav
228
Sr. Mary B. Malarkey Anthony C. Malegus Thomas P. Malone
229
Orestes S. Lazoi
34 Champlain Rd., Marlton, N.|., BS, Management
William Leahy
908 Powder Morn Dr., Landsdale, Pa., US,
Accounting
Robert A. Leiby
39 Neptune Lane, Willinglioro. N.|.. HA. Electronic
Physios
Lewis M. Levinson
8906 Sylvia Lane. Phila., Pa., BS. Operations
Management, Society Cor the Advancement of
Management
Edmund F. Lewis
1466 Bristol Rd., Churchville, Pa., BS. Business
Administration-Management
John Stanley Lukowski |r
3014 Black Swift Rd.. Norristown. Pa. BS.
Industrial Relations
Thomas A. Lyons Jr
5414 Westford Rd.. Phila.. Pa., BS, Industrial
Management. Alpha Epsilon Society. Chairman,
Presidents Council. S.A.M., Student Congress.
Who's Who-'73-'74
Thomas Lyons
627 Tyson Ave.. Phila., Pa.. BS, Accounting.
Accounting Association, Student Council
Brian Maguire
3511 Ryan Ave., Phila., Pa., BS. Business
Bernard J. Maier
10914 Carey Ter., Phila., Pa.. BA. Humanities.
Evening Collegian
Sister Mary Bernadette Malarkey, R.C.S.
5301 Chew Ave., Phila., Pa., BA, English
Anthony C. Malegus
4808 N. 7th St., Phila., Pa„ BS, Accounting
Thomas P. Malone
6314 Algard St., Phila., Pa., BS. Accounting
Richard Malosiecki
518 Sherwood Lane. Hatboro. Pa., BS, Industrial
Management
Joseph J. Mattern
8836 Revere St.. Phila.. Pa., BA, Mathematics. Alpha
Sigma Lambda
James E. Matusko
7939 Heather Rd.. Elkins Park. Pa., BS, Finance
Edmund McBride
530 Wiltshire Rd., Upper Darby. Pa., BA. Electronic
Pnysics
Clarence H. Mc Coog
Rd 2 Box 11, Pottstown, Pa.. BA. Electronic Physics,
IEEE
John H. McCormick
634 Mayfair St.. Phila., Pa.. BS. Management
Edmund McBride Clarence H. McCoog John H. McCormick
230
William [. McManimen Charles D. McMaster Joseph L. McPhillips
lames I. McShane Ronald Meltzer Norman T. Millard
Arthur C. Miller
Frederick G. Monahan Robert B. Mongrandi Alice K. Moy
231
J.
'lines F. MoDerrnotl
1392 Birchwood Ave, Koslyn, IJ ;i., BS, Industrial
Relations
Thomas P. McDonald
3232 Rawle St., Phila., Pa., BS. Management
John F. McDonnell
1234 Colonial Ave.. Roslyn. lJ a.. US, Marketing
Charles Gerald McDowell
3516 Byrne Rd., Phila., Pa., BS. Management
Charles H. McGlynn
7920 Fairfield St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
(ames ], McKenna
3559 Sheffield Ave., Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting
William l McManimen
39 Constitution Ave.. Doylestown, Pa., BA.
Mathematics
Charles D. McMaster
7251 Valley Ave.. Phila.. Pa., BS. Industrial
Management, IEEE
[oseph L. McPhillips
1200 Faunce St.. Phila., Pa., BS, Management
[ames J. McShane
4515 Hale St.. Phila.. Pa., BS, Business
Ronald Meltzer
3901 Conshohocken Ave.. Phila.. Pa.. BS.
Management
Norman T. Millard
2949 Lardner St., Phila., Pa., BS. Accounting
Arthur C. Miller
1067 Hatfield Vly. Rd.. Hatfield. Pa.. BS.
Management
Patricia A. Mintzer
7004 Irving Ave.. Pennsauken, N.J., BA. Psychology,
Cheerleader, Softball
Frederic J. Mohr
3649 E. Crown Ave., Phila.. Pa.. BS. Management
Frederick G. Monahan
4365 Somers Ave., Oakford, Pa.. BS, Accounting.
Accounting Association. S.A.M.. Student Congress
Robert B. Mongrandi
56 Primrose Dr.. Sicklerville. N.J.. BS. Management
Alice Kee Moy
929 Spring St., Phila.. Pa., BS, Finance
George C. Nehring
10938 Helmer Dr.. Phila., Pa., BS, Finance
Roger J. Niemeyer
2913 Martha Lane. Norristown. Pa.. BA. Electronic
Physics
Roger J. Niemeyer
232
Frank A. Pauza John E. Perrine Bruce T. Pflaumer
233
Lawrence Nuzzo
4302 GreenmounI Rd, Phila., Pa., BS. Accounting.
Treasurer. Class oi 1974, 'Joss Keys
Michael F. O'Beirne
6175 Hegerman St., Phila., Pa„ BS, Business
Frank |. O'Conneli
4742 Hartel Ave, Phila.,
Basketball, Social Club
Pa., BS, Business.
Roland Gary Ohlin
205 Chariot Ln., Eagleville, Pa., BS. Business
William O'Mara
12002 Glenfield St., Phila.. Pa.. BS. Accounting
Robert A. Osborne
716 Penn Ave., Ardsky. Pa., BS, Business
Administration
Arthur Pagan
1218 Hall Ave.. Roslyn. Pa.. BS. Accounting-Finance
Joseph P. Palm
1230 VanKirk St.. Phila., Pa„ BA. Humanities,
Student Congress
William E. Parton
4416 N. 3rd St., Phila., Pa., BA, Psychology. Alpha
Sigma Lambda
Michael Pattanite
296 Nandina St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS. Marketing
Frank A. Pauza
214 Shelmire St., Phila.. Pa.. BA, Electronic.
Physics, Secretary. Marketing Association IEEE
John E. Perrine
1875 McKee Ave., Deptford. N.J., BS. Management
Bruce T. Pflaumer
4919 Rawle St., Phila., Pa.. BS, Marketing
Robert Pflugfelder
138 S. Coles Ave., Maple Shade, N'.J.. BS.
Management, Accounting Association
Alfred F. Plefka
7834 Williams Ave., Phila., Pa.. BS, Electronic.
Physics
George Podhiny Jr
910 Whitby Ave., Yeadon, Pa.. BS, Accounting
William E. Pollock
417 Hellerman St., Phila.. Pa.. BA, Humanities
Nancy K. Poole
1708 Stanwood St., Phila.. Pa., BA. Mathematics.
President. Alpha Sigma Lambda
Mary Jane Prendergast
8634 Alcia St., Phila., Pa., BA. Economics
Daniel Preziosi Jr
707 W. Kings Highway. Mt. Ephraim. N.J.. BS.
Management
Michael J. Puzdrak
236 Davis Ave.. Clifton Heights. Pa.. BS.
Accounting
Marie Pye
3471 Eden St.. Phila.. Pa.. BA. Mathematics
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Thomas G. Schmid Albert W. SchuelJer
Richard
J. Senske
Paul L. Schueller
Joseph J. Sheehan
mM
John P. Quinn
1140 Hall Ave., Roslyn. Pa.. BS, Industrial
Management. Society lor the Advancement of
Management
Evelyn Ramspacher
321 Windsor Ave.. Hatboro, Pa.
Ronald |. Ray
420 Neshaminy St.. Penndel, Pa., BS Management
Michael Redden
4017 Brunswick Ave.. Drexel Hill. Pa
Operations Management
David E. Reichert
3125 (oily Rd., Norristown. Pa.. US, Accounting
David W. Reynolds
422 Valley Run Dr.. Cherry Hill. N.J.. BA
Economics
Alvaro Rivera-Carrasco
605 Lestershire Dr., Sewell. N.J.. BS, Accounting
Warren M. Roman
878 Decker Lane, Warminster, Pa., BS. Marketing
James A. Root
322 Merion Ave., Narberth. Pa., BA. Economics
Peter J. Ryerson
2307 Edwards Rd.. Roslyn. Pa.. BS, Management
Stephen Andrew Salisbury
106 Willow Lane, Warrington, Pa.. BS. Management
Gerald F. Schmid
10943 Helmer Dr., Phila.. Pa., BS. Operations
Management, Society for the Advancement of
Management, Student Congress
Thomas G. Schmid
4317 Marple St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Operations.
Management
Albert W. Schueller
1072 Elwood Ave.. Andalusia. Pa.. BA. Social
Studies Education
Paul L. Schueller
6636 Souder St.. Phila.. Pa., BS. Business
John E. Schuler
8812 Crispin St., Phila., Pa., BA, Chemistry
Richard
J.
Senske
6123 Tackawanna St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS, Business
Joseph J. Sheehan
70li Cardin Rd, Phila.. Pa.. BS. Business. Society
for the Advancement of Management. Alpha Sigma
Lambda
John Shields
1361 Edgewood Ave., Roslyn, Pa., BS. Management
Charles A. Showers Jr
4433 N. Chadwick St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS, Industrial
Management
William J. SiddaU
2371 Murray Ave.. Bethavres. Pa.. BS. Accounting
ohn Shields Charles A. Showers Jr William J. Siddall
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Robert Sked
37 Manor Lane N., Yardley. Pa., BA, Mathc i
Kent Sloan
369 Valley Rd., Warminster, Pa.. HA, i
Physics
George Franklin Smith
1351 N. Woodbine St., Browns Mills, N.J., BA.
Electronic Physics, Alpha Sigma Lambea
)ames |. Smith
410 Walnut St.. Jenkintown, Pa., US, Finance
John A. Solecki
4514 Agerdale Rd., Phila.. Pa., BS, Business
Livia Fausta Sparagna
1309 Mifflin St., Phila., Pa., BA, Humanities
Laura M. Speck
555 E. Locust Ave.. Phila.. Pa., BS, Business
James R. Spence
11105 Kirby Dr., Phila., Pa., BS, Marketing
Robert W. Spielberger
912 E. Southampton Ave., Wyndmoor. Pa
Business
BS.
Emmett Spieldock
9202 Wooden Bridge Rd.. Phila., Pa., BA, English
Education
Ronald D. Spoltore
4025 Brandeis Ave., Bethlehem, Pa., BS, Business
Judith Sewell Spurlock
314 Crest Park Rd.. Phila.. Pa.. BS, Finance
Alan Staley
730 Tyson Ave., Phila.. Pa., BS. Finance, Student
Congress
Patricia Stanton
2030 Spruce St.. Phila.. Pa.. BS. Marketing.
Marketing Association
Stephen A. Staranowski
424 Hermit St., Phila., Pa.. BS. Management
John F. Staub
808 Renel Rd., Norristown. Pa.. BS. Operations
Management
Anthony J. Stavenski Jr
1030 W. Main St., Norristown. Pa., BS, Electronic
Physics, IEEE Student Branch
Ronald A. Stella
438 Cloverly Lane. Horsham. Pa., BS, Accounting
Anne M. Stock
3464 Parkview Dr.. Cornwell Heights. Pa.. BS.
Industrial Management
Robert J. Stravinski
2707 Lynne Ave.. Hatboro. Pa.. BS. Business
Robert
J. Stravinski
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John Warne Thompson Joseph E. Toner III
William F. Trombetta David L. Truehart
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Joseph F. Suarez Jr
251 Robina Place, Phila., Pa.. BA Education
Marycarol F. Sweeney
6609 N. 7th St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Accounting
Thomas D. Tatem
1558 Peach Tree Lane, Hatfield, Pa., BS, Business
John L. Teeple
204 Oldfield Way, Broomall. Pa., BS, Accounting,
Accounting Association
Frank M. Thoma
1122 Medway Rd.. Phila., Pa., BS, Business
Joan Christine Thomas
952 Anchor St., Phila., Pa., BA, Psychology
John Warne Thompson
2944 Banner Rd„ Willow Grove, Pa., BA. Electronic
Physics
Joseph E. Toner III
3406 Morrell Ave.. Phila.. Pa.. BA, Humanities
Larry Tootchen
1751 Foster St., Phila., Pa., BS, Accounting
Jeno M. Toth
735 Clifford St., Warminster, Pa., BA. Chemistry
Eugene H. Troemel
1512 Temple Dr.. Maple Glen, Pa., BS, Management
William F. Trombetta
3630 Canby Dr., Phila., Pa.. BS. Industrial
Management
David L. Truehart
945 Flintlock Dr.. Lansdale, Pa., BS. Accounting
Kathryn H. Truglio
138 W. Cheltenham Ave., Phila., Pa.. BA, Education
Jon Tucker
3752 Vader Dr., Phila.. Pa.. BA, Sociology.
Sociology Club
Walter Turnbach
6420 N. 12 St., Phila.. Pa., BS. Operations
Management
Stanley A. Urban
1310 Knorr St., Phila., Pa., BS, Management. Society
for the Advancement of Management
Charles A. Vaccaro
708 Booth Lane, Ambler, Pa.. BA, Electronic Physics
Karel Valken
4305 A Rhawn St., Phila., Pa., BS. Marketing
Patricia M. Vitale
8328 Thomson Rd., Elkins Park. Pa.. BS, Business
Administration
Richard Voytko
280 Windor Dr., Churchville. Pa., BS, Marketing
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Robert J. Winks Thomas M. Wisniewski
Arthur W. Yerkes
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Richard Young Alex N. Yovish Jr
Allan S. Young
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George J. Walmsley III
1115 Roberts Rd., Media, Pa., BS, Accounting,
Veteran's Club
(arnes A. Walsh
105 Butternut Drive, Hatboro, Pa., US. Accounting
Frederick Douglas Weathers
908 E. Sharpnack St., Phila., Pa., fiS. Marketing,
Marketing Association, S.A.M.. Veteran's Club
Roberto Wer
Columbus Rd., RD 2, Burlington, N.J.. HA. Physics
Charles |. Whalen
500 C. Bells Court, Andalusia, Pa., US. Accounting
Herbert Williams
6263 N. Bouvier St., Phila.. Pa., BS, Business
Gerard J. Wills
787 Edge Hill Rd.. Glenside. Pa.. BS. Operations
Management
Joseph Henry Wilson
236 W. Duncannon Ave., Phila.. Pa , BS,
Accounting, Accounting Association
Robert f. Winks
3507 Brookview Rd.. Phila.. Pa., BS, Management
Thomas M. Wisniewski
229 Marilyn Dr.. Hatboro. Pa.
Robert C. Wrzesniewski
1732 Sorrel Rd., Warrington. Pa., Certificate of
Proficiency, Management
Peter E. Yanalavage
1755 Cindy Lane. Hatfield. Pa.. BS. Accounting
fames G. Yates
1510 W. Allegheny Ave., Phila.. Pa.. BS.
Management, Cross Keys, President. Evening
Division Explorer, Editor, President's Council.
S.A.M., Student Congress
Joseph Yenfer
316 W. Roosevelt Blvd., Phila.. Pa.. BA, History
Arthur W. Yerkes
108 Windermere Ave.. Wayne, Pa.. BA, Physics
Allan S. Young
10207 Ambridge PL. Phila.. Pa.. BS, Accounting
Richard Young
724 Richey Ave., Collingswood. N.J.. BS. Operations
Management
Paul W. Zarenkiewicz
12113 Elmore Terr.. Phila., Pa.. BS, Marketing
W. Richard Zerfing
214 Coachmen Manor Apts.. Lindenwold. N.J.. BS.
Operations Management
George R. Zimmerman
414 Drayton Rd.. Oreland, Pa.. BS. Management
Edmund H. Zuk
4224 Teesdale St.. Phila., Pa.. BS. Finance
W. Richard Zerfing George R. Zimmerman Edward H. Zuk
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Seniors Not Pictured
Harold Abboll
2 Wissatucki'ii V e
Ambler. Pa.
BA. Philosophy
Mark Adelsberger
52 Beech Irce Rd
Levittown. Pa.
BA. Biology
,i\ | Armstrong
10003 Weslbourne PI.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Biology
loscph S. Armstrong
426 Springfield Ave.
Clifton. Heights. Pa.
BA. Pre-Law
Thomas G. Barger
8715 Patton Rd
Wyndmoor, Pa.
BA. Economics
Maria R. Birle
111 S. Swarthmore Ave.
Ridley Park. Pa.
Mat BA. Math Educatior
Brooke Boyer
Catherine M. Bradley
1120 Ridge St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. History
Martin M. Bradley
3224 Carroll Ct.
Cornwell Heights. Pa.
BS. Accounting
Paul R. Brady
7865 Beverly Rd.
Highland Park. Pa.
BA. Political Science
David H. Brown
710 N. 18th St.
Harrisburg, Pa.
BA. Criminal Justice
Gerard Leigh Callan
8650 Bloomfield Ave.
Phila.. Pa.
BS. Accounting
Leonard A. Camp |r
5610 Boyer St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Biology
|ohn Thomas Carminali
308 Harrison Ave.
Glenside. Pa.
BA, Mathematics
Daniel loseph Castellani
609 Rose St.
Yeadon. Pa.
BA. English
Vincent |. Catanese
7201 Hanford St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Biology
Danny Clark
2305 N. Broad St.
Phila.. Pa.
BS, Finance
loseph |. Connelly
331 E. 11th Ave.
Conshohocken. Pa.
BA, Pre-Law
Maureen Connor
926 Cathedral Rd.
Philu., Pa.
BA. Criminal |ustice
Bruno R, Cortcse
2105 S. 19th St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA, German
Edward Costello
6355 Mershon St.
Phila.. Pa.
BS. Marketing
David S. Crenshaw
1424 Waggiman Circle
McLean. Va.
BA. Political Science
John L. Curry
212 W. Ashdale St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Psychology
Brian C. Daly
3420 W. Coulter St.
Phila., Pa.
BA. English Education
Michael P. Daly
476 Manheim St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Economics
lohn DeSantis
2230 E. Allegheny Ave.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Earth Science
Louis Peter Descioli
1114 Pierce SI.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. English Education
John |. Devlin
249 W. Colonial St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Spanish Education
Robert M. Diluzio
6643 Haverford Ave.
Phila., Pa.
BA. English Education
Joseph Dinella
2424 S. 10th St.
Phila., Pa.
BS, Accounting
Dennis |. Donohoe
639 Foss Ave.
Drexel Hill. Pa.
BA. Biology
Kathleen Dougherty
7712 Whitaker Ave.
Phila.. Pa.
BA, Theology
lames B. Doyle
1108 Kenwyn St.
Phila., Pa.
BA. Music History
William F. Edwards
3541 Primrose Rd.
Phila., Pa.
BA. Sociology
William E. Eicholtz
5719 Wister St.
Phila., Pa.
BA, English Education
Roy H. Ettinger
7901 Henry Ave.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Psychology
David E. Finkel
9128 Old Newtown Re
Phila.. Pa.
BA, Political Science
Gerard D. Fisher
240 Spruce St.
Glenolden. Pa.
BA. Criminal Justice
William E. Flanagan
1527 Lindley Ave.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. English
Robert E. Flynn
3 Creekside Lane
Camp Hill, Pa.
BA. History
Daniel E. Foidl
1942 Lehigh Ave.
Phila.. Pa.
BS. Marketing
Paul Henry Frenl
1841 N. Hills Ave
WilliowGrc
BA. History
Pa.
George E. Frere
5103 N. 13th St.
Newburg, Md.
BA, Sociology
Patrick |. Gallagher
1366 Edgewood Ave.
Roslyn. Pa.
BA. English
Stephen J. Gallagher
15 Karyn Terr.
Middletowen. N.J.
BA. English
Frank J. Gallo
6523 Buist Ave.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Psychology
Charles |. Garland
4 War Admiral Lane
Media. Pa.
BA. English
Kenneth A. Giles
331 E. Vernon Rd.
Phila.. Pa.
BS, Industrial Relations
Robert B. Goodyear
6031 Regent St.
Phila., Pa.
BA. Psychology
Donald E. Graham
25 Deep Dale Dr.
Levittown. Pa.
BA. Biology
Dexter Green
6736 N. Carlisle St.
Phila., Pa.
BA. Math Education
Evin T. Griffin
781 Spruce Rd.
Warminster, Pa.
BA. Mathematics
Denise M. Guinivcn
1140 Kenwyn St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Education
William |. Hagan
10714 Haldeman Ave.
BS. Ai: ling
Lubomyr M. Halamay
7700 Langdon St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Biology
Francis |. Hayden
440 Primus Ave.
Folcrofl. Pa.
BA, Economics
Marie Eliz Hcgarty
6121 N. 7th SI.
Phila.. Pa.
BS. Labor Relations
John R. Henry
1379 Rubicam Ave.
Willow Grove. Pa.
BA. History Education
Thomas J. Herron
5822 lackson St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Economics
Edward R. Hilzel
4S. 36 Ave.
Longport. N.|.
BA. English Education
Walter C.
4232 Malt
BA, Earth Scis
John P. Howley
327 E. Sheldon SI.
BA. ! :iology
Ray Imhoff
12 Havell Rd.
Ossining, NY.
BA, Psychology
Thomas |akubowski
2511 E. York St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. History
William G. |ohnston
48 Rose April Rd.
Levittown, Pa.
BS, Management
Paul E. Karis
4611 Pennypack St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Pre-Law
Alene M. Keenan
5450 N. 11th St
Phila.. Pa.
BA, Education
William C. Kelly
3062 |oyce St.
Phila., Pa.
BA. English
Sean M. Kinnamey
92 Holly Dr.
Woodbury, N.|.
BA, Sociology
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lames M. Kirkpalrick
545 Elkins Ave.
Elkins Park. Pa.
8A. Criminal Justice
losephC. Kremer|r
57 Croftwood
Feaslerville, Pa.
BA. English Educalior
Charles Learmouth
2403 Tulip St.
Robert Lindinger
8819 Hargrave St.
BA, Biology
Bernard R. Lis
3049 Cedar St.
Phila.. Pa.
BS, Accounting
Daniel E. Maguire
6015 N. 10th St.
Phila.. Pa.
BS. Finance
|oseph Andrew Mahalik
7253 Brous Ave.
Phila.. Pa.
BA, Philosophy
Andrew Maher
230 Benezet St
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Psychology
Gerard N. Mainardi
6003 N. Front St.
Phila., Pa.
BA. English Education
Michael H. Mancini
18 Dewey Rd.
Cheltenham, Pa.
BA. Criminal Justice
Michael
J.
McCloskey
831 E. Chelten Ave.
Phila.. Pa.
• BA, Political Science
Kevin M. McKee
4816 N. LeithgowSt.
Phila., Pa.
BA, Earth Science
James E. McLaughlin
128 Ivins Ave.
Merchantville. N.J.
BA. Biology
Michael
J.
McManus |r
361 Elmwood Ave.
Feaslerville, Pa.BA. Biology
Susan Marie McNally
7501 Rowland Ave.
Cheltenham, Pa.
BA. Sociology
John Paul McNulty
Norristown Rd.
Ambler, Pa.
BA, Mathematics
Randy J. Milou
8512 Cedarbrook Hill Apts.
Wyncote. Pa.
BS. Management
Gregory C. Moffill
4059 Center Ave.
Lafayette Hill, Pa.
BS, Accounting
Linda S. Morgandale
409 Valley Rd.
Phila., Pa.
BA. Social Stud Ed
|ohn F. Morrissey
2955 N. Mascher St.
Phila.. Pa.
BS, Management
John G. Muller
9303 Outlook Ave.
Phila., Pa.
BA, Sociology
lames Joseph Mullins
715 Dutton Circle
Springfield, Pa.
BS, Industrial Relations
Francis P. Murphy
1006 Larkspun St.
Phila., Pa.
BA, Sociology
Louis |. Napoleon
1508 S. Broad St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. English
hiogroRichard Oi
1110 Duncannon Ave.
Phila., Pa.
BS, Accounting
Bernard F. O'Hanlon
2928 Princeton Ave.
Phila.. Pa.
BS. Marketing
istroDomenic D. Oli'
404 Chapel Rd.
Elkins Park. Pa.
BA, Psychology
Paul M. Opilla
26 Maple Rd.
Franklin, N.J.
BA, Earth Science
James L. O'Toole
1134 Sheridan Ave.
Pittsburgh. Pa.
BA, English
Francis A. Parrotto
22 Husler Place
Carnegie, Pa.
BA. Math Eeucation
Kevin F. X. Paull
158 Meehan St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Sociology
James J. Panzer
933 Chestnut St.
Kulpmont. Pa.
BA. Psychology
Jane G. Penny
390 Folly Rd.
Chalfont, Pa.
BA, History
Sharon Ann Pleiei
3529 Snowden Ave
Bristol, Pa
HA. Biology
|ohn M. Poiesz
5526 Litchfield SI
Phila., Pa.
I!A, English
Francis J. Preis
4539 Yates Rd
Cornwell Heights. I'a.
BS, Accounting
Kevin E. Quinn
6448 Marsden St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA, Political Science
Henry Rawls
234 W. Willow Grove
Phila., Pa.
BS. Finance
[. Jeffrey Reisly
2202 E. Karen Dr.
Yeadon, Pa.
BA. Sociology
Stephen Ritchie
136 W. Learning Ave.
Wildwood. N.J.
BS. Accounting
Ronald P. Rivelli
1823 Ywoler St.
Phila., Pa.
BA, History
Linda A. Riviezzo
5959 Alna St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA, Education
Richard Scaran
252 Cobalt Dr.
Levittown. Pa.
BA, English Educatio
William J. Schaefer
7354 Oarman St.
Phila., Pa.
BS. Accounting
Lincoln F. Schoenberger
5717 Wister SI.
BS. Industrial Relations
Howard James Schultz
1911 W. Park Towne PI
Phila.. Pa.
BA, French
Dennis M. Scully
656 Prospect Rd.
Springfield. Pa,
BA. Biology
Robert W. Seifert
5800 N. 6th St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA, English
|ohn R. Sicilia
7230 Charles St.
Phila., Pa.
BS. Accounting
Regina Sot an
906 Preslwood Rd.
Bait.. Md.
BA. English
Elizabeth I., stern
dd Rambler Rd.
Phila., Pa.
DA. English
William M Stewart
216 Brookdale Ave.
Glenside. Pa.
BA. Political Science
Thomas Patrick Tarpcy
5833 Oxford Ave.
Phila. .Pa.
BA. Biology
Carl Gennaro Ungaro
8042 Rowland Ave
Phila.. Pa.
BS. Accounting
Kenneth |. Venuto
249 W. Rosemar St.
Phila,, Pa.
BS. Accounting
Michael W. Walls
2102 Rhawn SI.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Sociology
Robert A. Wax
149 Splitting Mill Rd.
Glen Mills. Pa.
BA, Sociology
Thomas V. Weidner
4971 Wakefield Dl.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. English
Peter W. Wescott
10 Barberry Lane
Levittown. Pa.
BA. Theology
William M. Wetherell
438 Valley St.
Orange. N.J.
BS. Management
Harry T. Widmann
6313 Oakley St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. History
Carl |. Williams
8230 Ardleigh St.
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Political Science
Dennis P. Wochok
821 N. Franklin St
Phila.. Pa.
BA. Political Science
James D. Zapf
Wil Lk Farm Butler Pk.
Ambler. Pa.
BA. Biology
Daniel Zehler
6W Walmut Ave.
Moorestown, N.J.
BA, Psychology
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Explorer Staff
Editor-in-Chief
Business Editor (First Semester)
Business Editor (Second Semester)
Sales Staff
Kathy McGrath
Mary Shriver
Frank Flood
Mitch Rosner
Design and Layout Editor
Consultant to Design Editor
Literary Editor
Assistant Literary Editor
Literary Staff
Liz Rodini
Mark Speaker
Mike Santoro
Gary Knoerlein
Jerry Furey (rights reserved to Introduction)
Mike Kiefer
Photo Editor
Photo Staff
Sports Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Evening Division Editor
Walt Aptacy
Charlie Mauer
Joan Mayer
Mike Quinlin
Pete Zenner
Bob Liedke
Alan Howard
Jim Yates
Special thanks to Bob Davine our Publishing Consultant
Contributors
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Rosemary Angemi
Br. Arthur Bangs, F.S.C.
Joe Batory
Penny Breen
Mary Regina Burke
Gerrianne Burke
Jim Butler-page 31
Ed Campanella
Marguerite Coffey
Joan Collins
Jack Conboy
Thomas Conroy
Jerry Dees
Mike Dillon-page 33
Ed Domineske
Br. Thomas Donaghy, F.S.C.
Bob Drennen
Jack Dudish
David Efroymson
Joe Ellis
Br. Patrick Ellis, F.S.C.
-page 42
Roy Ettenger
Paul Foley
Mary Frawley
Anthony Garvin
Stan Gora
Bob Guglielmi
Sallyanne Harper
Charlie Harris
Jerry Hathaway
Ann Hutland
Fran Jacob
Mary Kay Jordan
John Keenan-pages 52, 53, 54
Bill Kelly
Claude Koch
Tom Lorandeau
Bob Lyons
Thomas McCarthy
Gene McHugh
Mike Nasevich
Gerry O'Brien
Fran Parrato
Roman Procyk
Tony Quinn
Jack Reardon
Bill Richards
Chuck Schrader-page 45
Bob Spires
Mike Thompson
John Touchton
John Veen
Tarry Walinsky
Ellen Walsh
Nancy Webb
Sam Wiley
Br. Daniel Burke, F.S.C. for closing poem
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Dialogue for Silence
"It is part of man's nature that he
cannot express the whole of truth in
words." (Max Picard)
K\ «£
i
% The luminous moment comes and
•
I weigh its fceavy silence:
those cloudless skieg. transfixed in clarity
would not Oedipuiyilmself
have parleyed with his father-king
or fierce Saturn spared his sons?
and wouldjpot we
,
the young ana the inevitable old
have heard the silence answer?
But no the silenee doesn't doesn't answer.
K*

The Linguist:
Silence: absolute and first
before desire of death
and from its fulness man's speech
delivered by the spirit
with mothering silence before
and mortal silence after
silence bearing all between
sustaining impartially
our alphabetic stammering
the lyrics of our wisdom
our cries of love and whispered lies.
The Scientist:
The theorems of silence are
dawn
tree's growth
snowfall
sorrow's end
the rose
the dream of music
the concord of evening lights
stilled water
mule bells
this moment of arrival.
The Student:
lat we are sayn
a!«
with the act called love,
fool enough
for the simple marriage
of belief and deed.
And then spell' out for us i:
the myth of life and death
and the solitary word we
Rj»
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